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senate race hits campus No May session 
for this summer Students form groups to rally behind their choice by WID Carmines 
contriburing writer 
Politics can always ignite a heated debate. 'This year's 
U.S. Senate election is a prime example. 
The eyes of tbe country are on Virginia witb four 
candidates who bave pined national fame through their 
campaigns, and the students of JMU are trying to make a 
positive difference for their rapective candidates. 
Chuck Robb is defending his Senate seat. Oliver 
North is running on the Republican ticket. L. Douglas 
Wilder and Marshall Coleman are running as 
independents. 
Allhough Coleman is probably the least-known 
candidate of the four, some JMU students have rallied 
behind Coleman as their choice for Senat.e. 
Junior AJice Donahue said, "Marshall Coleman is the 
only candidate tbat has a clean record. The others don't, 
and it is time that we start electing people with integrity." 
There is no official club that is supporting Coleman on 
campus. but he does have support. Senior Colin Rushing 
is trying to rally stUdents into backing Coleman. 
Rushing plans on talk..ing to students and infonning 
them about Coleman and what his platform is. 
He is also planning to post information on the VAX 
network, put ads in The Breeze, help community 
supporters and go talk to political science classes. 
"1 got interested in the race because I knew that I 
could not support North," Rushing said. "So I started 
investigating Coleman and found that I am very 
comfortable with him and his platform. 
---,-
by Zenl Colorado 
staff writer 
May session will not be 
included in summer school this 
spring due to a proposal made in 
February by the Summer School 
Planning and Advisory 
Committee. 
According to Dr. Cecil 
Bradfield, chairman of the 
Summer School Planning and 
Advisory Committee, the entire 
summer session has been revised. 
In place of the three-week May · 
session, summer school will 
consist of three four-week 
sessions and two six-week 
sessions. Bradfield said. 
With the changes Bradfield 
said the typeS of courses offered 
wiU be expanded this sum met. 
Summer school will begin at 
the same ti me as past May 
sessions, the Monday after spring 
graduation, Bradfield said. 
offices, including the Student 
Government Association," 
Bradfield said. After the proposal 
passed through these offices, a 
tentative summer schedule. drawn 
up by the summer school 
committee, was given to Oberst in 
March 1994. 
The committee, Bradfield said. 
had a number of student focus 
groups who reviewed the past 
summer session. "The srudents 
seemed very pleased with the idea 
of changing the structure," he 
said. 
The new structure of summer 
session will allow students to t.a.ke 
two courses in four weeks, rather 
than one course in three weeks. 
This form will further enable the 
students to take a full semester 
load during the summer. 
Bradfield said. 
Many students were not aware 
of the structural changes of 
summer session and initiall y 
expressed surprise and 
uncertainty. 
JMf lie~, pi'Mident of JMU'a Young Democl'llla, 
and aenlor Daniel Fromowttz deci8N their aupport 
for Chuck Robb Sundlly at the annual Democrattc 
1'be only problem Is that be doesn't have a party 
supporting him, that's why I knew that I could help a 
lot, .. he said. 
All attempts to find an active group on campus 
The proposal, according to 
Bradfield, was given to the vice 
president for Academic Affairs. 
Dr. Bethany Oberst, in February 
1994. 
"The proposal was then 
reviewed by 40 or more different 
Junior Blaine Goodloe said she 
was concerned that the changes 
restricted students' options. 
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Plan could individualize faculty members' careers 
by~nBrewer 
senior writer 
Last semester, the former 
Commission on Faculty Affairs 
proposed a flexible assignment 
system for evaluating tenured faculty 
on teaching, scholarly activity and 
service to the community. 
The commission that prepared the 
proposal was di sbanded due to 
restructuring of the university's 
commission and commiuee system. 
The newly formed Faculty Concerns 
Committee is now handling the 
proposal 
According to Or. Mary 
Pemmond. speaker pro-tempore for 
the Faculty Senate, the proposal is a 
result of "faculty initiative." In order 
for faculty to understand the criteria 
for which they will be evaluated, the 
assignment system was proposed. she 
said. 
Some departments have specific 
criteria, however, universitywide 
criteria it Is not clear. 
Douglas Brown, associate vice 
president for academic affairs, said 
tbc propoeed system acnes u a clear 
.. : .~ cetWtJ.~ ~J¥i.~ 
evaluated. 
According to Brown, the proposed 
system, only a "starting point for 
discussion," would allow faculty 
members to concentrate more on one 
aspect of their careers, whether 
research or teaching. 
The system will allow a faculty 
member "to make a career plan in 
writing, and [if they) carry out that 
career plan successfully ... they will 
be rewarded," Brown said. 
Dorn Peterson, speaker of the 
Faculty Senate, said. "At least some 
departments on campus have already 
been doing this. [The proposed 
system) is more formalized and 
probably has a longer time scale. 
-n.e main difference I see is that 
when the department chair and the 
faculty member agree. that's 
generally decided on a one-semester-
at-a-time scale. 1llc things I've seen 
proposed, you're likely to have the 
scale of a two to three-year period." 
Peterson said. 
Brown said, '"The old way said 
'We're going to evaluate you in 
teaching, research and service, but 
Flexible Assignment System 
Under a new proposal, faculty members 
could personalize their career paths by 
choosing a percentage in each of the 
following areas: 
Category Percentage allowances 
Teaching . 
Scholarship 
Service 
so -75% 
20-45% 
5-30% 
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supporting L. Douglas Wilder for the 
U.S. Senate were unsuccessful. 
Ollver North, probably the most 
famous of the four caDdidates 
nationally, has students wcnina for 
his elea:ion at JMU. 
Jason Redding, a freshman and 
member of the College 
Republicans, said, 
"'liver North should 
be elected because 
of all the 
bureaucracy and 
corruptJon in the 
Senate. North 
would be a 
breath of fresh 
air to the 
congressiona l 
leadership." 
The club started 
showing its suppon 
for Otiver North at its 
first meeting of the year 
on Sept. 5. 
Mike Nelson, a representative of 
the College Republicans and youth 
coordinator for Oliver North, was on 
hand to talk about North's campaign 
and what students at JMU can do to 
help it. 
One of the main messages of the 
club was to get North elected and 
incumbent Chuck Robb out of office. 
With more than 100 students in 
attendance. club members said they 
are convinced JMU students can 
ha ve a legitimate impact on the 
Seoale election. 
Nelson said, "'The re&son I stilted 
working for Oliver North was 
because of Bill CliJuocr. Ou:t RGbb 
is just another Bill Clln1on. Robb 
votes with Cliflk)ft 95 JIIICIIIl of the 
time. and be just helped to Implement 
the biggest tu increue In history. 
which is hurting the 
economy." 
The club plans to 
do literature 
drops, phone 
calls, tack 
posaers up 
around 
campus, hold 
fund raising 
dinners and 
distribute 
2,500 absentee 
ballots to 
students to help 
round up support for 
North, be said. 
Marc Boysworth, junior 
campaign coordinator, said, "I am 
very pleased with our excellent 
Senate candidate and the exciting, 
tough race ahead. Through hard work 
we're going to win tremendously 
with North." 
Other JMU students are worlcing 
to keep Democrat Chuck Robb in the 
Senate. 
Dan Fromowit:z, the vice president 
of Young Democrats at JMU. said, 
"Chuck Robb is the best man for the 
job because he makes decisions. 
They may not always be the most 
popular decisions, but they are rude 
because they are good for the stale." 
The Young • Democrats are 
planning to uae pbonc calls, door-to-
door oampaipling and mate up fact 
sheets on Robb and Nonh to hand 
out around C8DlpUI, especially at the 
foolbaJl games. he said. 
One way to discuss the issues 
among students interested in the 
election would be through a deba~ 
A debate with the College 
Republicans is something that the 
Young Democrats would like to do, 
Fromowitz. said. 
They are also going on the 
Virginia Young Democratic Tour 
around the state to campaign for 
Robb. to the Kennedy King 
Dinner, which will be held Oct. I, and 
will work at a democratic booth at 
the SUlte fair 11 the end of September 
and beginning of October. he said. 
Jeff McKay, president of Young 
Democrats, said. "Robb does whal is 
best 1be recent tax inaease that all 
of the Republicans are complaining 
about was good for the economy. 
"It only affected people in the 
highest income bracket anyway. 
People just over the poverty line even 
got a tax cut, which is something that 
not many people reallze." he said. 
There is also a new group on 
campus not concerned with whom to 
elect but with whom not to elect. 
Brian McEntire. a senior political 
science major, has recently started 
the JMO thapter of Clean Up 
Congress. a statewide group -
established to make sure Oliver 
North does not .. ~ 
.. Woody• Holton, a .former 
governor or Virainia started the 
lfOUP· There are also chapters at 
University of VirJinia and William 
& Mary. It was staned because 
people are fearful of North ," 
McEntire said. • 
The poop plans to run mostly 111 
informational campaign, he said. 
They are scheduling rallies, 
demonstrations and door-to-door 
campaigning to make sure North is 
not elected. 
"'The JrOUP so far is very diverse. 
We have Democrats, Republicans 
and independents working with us. 
We even have some old College 
Republican member5. We aU just 
want to defeat Nonh, and we will 
endorse the candidate that has the 
best chance to do that,"McEntire 
said. 
To help with the Coleman 
campaign, call Colin Rushing at 
564-0752. 
To lu!lp with tlu! North compaign 
call Scoff PiNker 01 574-0200. 
To Mlp with tM Robb campaign, 
call Jeff McKay 01432-7904. 
To Mlp with Clean Up C011grus, 
C/Jll Brian McEnlire D14J2-J080. 
If tlw!n iJ any group supporting 
Wilder on camp11s, pltast call 
Crlstie Breen at X6699 to have 
~tling times Qfi/IOW'ICed. 
'"What abcu•J l¥ studenu 
who want 10 take one class in a 
short llROUIK of time? They no 
lonaer have a choice and that 
limits people wbo jwa want to 
aa.y for three w«<eks," Ooodloe 
said. 
Some srudents are finding 
tbat having more choices of 
llllllllner courses mean Chat they 
can aradu.ate earlier than 
planned. 
Sbelby Morris, a junior 
psychology major, seemed 
happy with the changes. 
"It'll be better because now 
you can take anolher class, and 
it's only one more week," she 
said. According lO Morris, the 
new stnac:ture would now make 
it possible for her to graduate oo 
time. 
Junior Michelle Miklaucic 
had mixed emotions regarding 
thecbqes. 
" I can see the advantages 
and the disadvantages. If I just 
wanted to take one class, I'd 
want to get it over with in three 
weeks, but taking two courses in 
four weeks helps get more 
classes out of the way," 
Milclaucic said. 
Plan _____________ ......:.,_~-----
As a student who recently 
changed her major, Miklaucic 
said she was probably JOin& to 
graduate late. By beiDJ able to 
take a full load durina lhe 
summer, bowever, it is a 
possibility that she could 
graduate earlier than she 
continued from page 1 
we're DOl going to tell you how we 
weigh it. But teaching is very 
important'" 
Tbe assignment system would 
weigh research and teaching during 
evaluations for merit, promotion and 
tenure, according to the proposal. 
Consultation on the depanment level 
will provide a basis for the 
assignments in research and teaching. 
"Most faculty want to do a range 
of things and may want to stress one 
aspect," Brown said. They "may 
change the stress to another as their 
careers develop." 
The proposal, according to 
Pernunond, is stiU in the "embryonic 
stages." She said, "We're uying to 
look into the question of evaluating 
faculty members." 
Perramond said she doesn't think 
the facu lty members are familiar 
enough with tbe proposal to have 
faith in it. "1 don't think enough 
faculty membets know about it yet to 
have any panicular trust in it. The 
real details of it still need to be 
defined." 
One senate member who doesn't 
have particular trust in the proposal is 
Faculty Senate Treasurer William 
Nicole Motley, editor 
Cr8ll Hewn.,, rrumaging editor 
CyndJ Liedtke, news editor 
_..., Ovemwn, ntwS editor 
Crt8tle .....,, asst. 1lmiS editor 
Voige. 
"'n some ways it institutionalizes 
whal already exists," Voige said. "A 
strong department wiU recognize that 
some people are better at teaching, 
some are better at research. I tbinlc 
that can be handled on the 
department level." 
Voige said that under the 
proposed system, professors who 
would want to concentrate more on 
research wouldn't be able to spend as 
much time with students. 
" If I had to turn out so many 
(researeh) papers a year, that would 
mean it would not involve students at 
all," be said. "Student involvement in 
research is more important than 
research itself. 
''In this department [chemistry] 
we conduct research largely to 
benefit our students. lnvolvjng a 
student in research is a very 
imponant teaching function," Voige 
said. • 
"To set up a ratio [of teaching to 
research] and to commit to doing that 
for -three or fl ve years is 
inappropriate." Voige sald. 
The proposal states that "no 
faculty member should be assigned 
• 100 percent of their time in teaching 
and then be evalualed on the basis of 
service and 
scholarship at a 
later time." 
The Faculty 
Concerns 
Committee is 
now looking at 
what faculty get 
paid, what the 
basis of their pay 
is, and how the 
money is 
distributed, 
Perramond said. 
Also, the 
all for the good." 
"Everyone is just trying 10 make a 
comprom.ise that 
would make everyone 
happy." Perramond 
said. 
Also in the 
proposal: 
• Faculty positions 
may be reassigned due 
to the outcome or 
departmenl reviews. 
committee is 
trying to find out 
how such 
systems work at 
other institutions 
and whether or • 
not It benefits all 
• Non·tenure track 
faculty postuons 
should be used to 
"respond to 
fluctuations in student 
enrollment and 
student demand, 
permit faculty to 
engage in special 
projects, and lO reduce 
Dom PNrMn the use or part-time 
faculty, accord.ina to Pem.mond. 
Kent Moore, head of the physics 
department. said he thinks the system 
deserves a chance to be reviewed. " I 
think thal different faculty members 
have different ta&enu, 8.Dd if we can 
best utilize their talents. I think it's 
faculty." 
The non-tenure traclr faculty 
members have full-time positions, 
and are often on one-year contracts 
which they renew eYc:ry year. 
• Pan-time faculty sbouJd only be 
used when tbey have a "special 
expertise" in a fteld. 
thougbL 
Dr. David Jeffrey, bead of 
lbe depanmcnl of English. said 
tbe cbanges in the summer 
aesaioo scructure wiJJ DOl a.fred 
the courses offered. 
"'We bave always offered a 
number of freshman 
composition and liberal studie$ 
classes during the summer. We 
have done this in the past and 
will, hopefully, continue to do 
so," Jeffrey said. 
Aoconling to Bradfield, there 
will be •n expansion of the 
types of courses offered during 
summer session. 
The expansion wiJJ include a 
greater selection of general 
studies courses, as weU as more 
of the poput. courses that are 
difficult for students to register 
for during the fall and spring 
semesters. 
When asked whether the 
three-week May session would 
ever be reinstated, Bradfield 
said the committee members 
meet and review the summer 
session every year and 
recommend any changes they 
feel are needed. 
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JMlJ implements new technological initiatives 
by Steve Lee 
11a.ff writer 
Three new initiatives arc being 
implemented as part of the 
university 's attempt 10 encourage 
cost-effecaive teachinc and 
intepalion of advanced computing 
IDd commwicalions technology into 
theJMU community. 
According to Philip Emmert, 
director of the School of Speech 
Communication, the first initiative 
involves an option for students to 
place out of SCOM 122, Public 
Speakina. which futntls the general 
education communication 
requirement. 
Emmert said a pilot program is 
being run this semester with the 
current freshman class that could 
allow some students to place out of 
SCOM 122. About 400 freshm en 
were chosen at random during 
asseument testing at freshman 
orientation to take a 46-qucstion 
multiple-choice tcsL 
The 204 students who passed the 
test wiU take a JC<:ond exam on Oct. 
8. For this test., each student has to 
prepare an eight- to tO-m inute 
informative or persuasive speech 
which will be videotaped and 
reviewed by two SCOM professors, 
according 10 Emmen. 
The two professors will then 
judae if the srudent will place out of 
the SCOM course. If the student 
places out. the student will earn three 
credit hours for SCOM 122 but no 
pade will be &iven. Emmert aaid. 
A S2S fee will be charged to the 
atudents who take the Oct. 8 test 
which is required for any test that 
..... credias. Emmat aid. 
Two reasons were given for 
swting lhe pliCaiMiftt test. The fint 
reason beina to avoid wasting 
students' time, 8CCOfding 10 Emmert.. 
"If you can aive a ape:ecb on a 
aatisf8Cl01y 1cvel. it makes no sense 
to take the course," Emmert said. 
The second reason is to better 
utilize money that is spenL Emmert 
said money will be saved because 
fewer sec:tions of the class will have 
to be offered. 
"If 400 studerlls out of a class of 
2.000 can place out, that's about 12 
sections that we don't have 10 offer," 
Once adjustments have been 
made, the program will hopefully be 
offered in the fall of 1995 to 
upperclassmen, Emmen said. 
Conserving c lassroom space is 
also the focus of the next initiative 
set forth by the university. 
Th~ second initiative, according 10 
Information and Decision Sciences 
Professor Charles Bilbrey, involves a 
College of Business experiment to 
offer IDS 104 as a self-paced course 
that students can take at home. 
IDS 104 is a basic business course 
that is required in all business 
concentrations making the demand 
for the course large. In order 10 keep 
up with the demand, an experiment 
with this year's freshman class 
allows a student to take IDS 104 
without going to class, according to 
Bilbrey. 
Bilbrey said students are given a 
syllabus whicb gives them a schedule 
of where they ahould be in the course 
at a certain time. 
Students can either move at the 
pace sugested or at a pace that JUits 
them besL 
The only requirement the student 
hu is to take three tests, which 
include a fmal exam sometime 
durin& the semester. The tests arc 
taken at the Zane Showker computer 
lab, Bilbrey said. 
"With thiS, a student couJd take all 
three tests in one week. h 's whatever 
suits the student.," Bilbrey said. 
Bilbrey said another reason the 
program started was 10 avoid having 
students who were already 
knowledgeable about computers 
waste their time by taking the course. 
"It's unfair 10 see a student who is 
knowledgeable about computers to 
si t through class every week when 
they don't nocd ro," he said. 
During freshman orientation, SS 
freshmen were asked to participate in 
the self-paced prototype. There was 
no requirement for the class. Anyone 
who felt confident enough 10 take the 
c lass had the option, according to 
Bilbrey. 
If a student has a question about 
the course, he or she is supposed to 
direct that question to Bilbrey. 
The last 1n1tiative turns from 
conserving classroom space to 
integrating new technology into the 
classroom. 
According to laboratory director 
Rachel Saury, a new language lab 
implementing technology will be 
located in Keezell 308 and is 
scheduJ~ 10 open Oct. l. 
The lab will be used as a 
supplement to English and foreign 
language classes in order to aid 
students in their learning. The lab can 
only be used by students who are 
enrolled in an English or foreign 
languaae class. 
The lab, through the new 
technology of Internet, Interactive 
syatems, teleconferencing and multi-
media. will open new opportUnities 
for studenls. Saury said. 
MIKE HEF'F'NERipll«o ftliuJr 
Dr. Philip Emmert. director of the School of Speech 
Communication, speaks at the Faculty Senate meeting on Sept. 8 
about a pilot program with current freshmen that may allow some 
students to place out of SCOM 1 22. 
Funding for the lab came mostly 
from the stale, Saury said. 
According 10 Saury, with the new 
lab, students who are thinking about 
studying abroad can now "walk" 
through the streets of a certain 
country and experience the sights and 
sounds of that particul1r ca. ••·y. 
Through this pro&ran• sLUdents 
can also learn certain cultural values 
such as learning when to shake 
hands. 
The new lab will also assist in the 
classroom instruction with the usc of 
Systeme D software. W ith Systeme 
D. the instructor can interact with 
any student as they arc writing to 
make responses that they deem 
appropriate, Saury said. 
According 10 Saury, the insiJUCtor 
can also bring up any particular 
student screen for the class to 
discuss. 
This technology is supposed to 
offer a blend or a large class, ll'llall 
group and one-on-one teachir\g. 
Residents, officials evaluate campus safety Weekend ends 
with alcohol 
violations on 
Greek Row 
by JeMifer Overman· 
news editor 
TIW is o follow-11(1 to 1M story ron 
illtlw Sept. I i.ssw abol.lt JMU bting 
rGIIUd second illtlw 1141i0tl for S4f~y 
IHued on camp11s and comnuutity 
crw statislia. Tltis storyfoc~Ua CHI 
ctllltpiU reQCLiofu to safety at JMU. 
Feelin& safe is always an 
important consideration no matter 
where someone lives. 
But it is especially imponant to 
thoso who travel mainly by foot and 
often at night., like college students. 
While all on-campus residents 
interviewed said that they feel safe 
while on the JMU campus, especially 
with the campus cadets and campus 
police patrOlling the area, othen said 
they think there could be 
improvements in certain areas such 
as lighlina and emergency phones. 
AJ.n MacNuu, director of campus 
aafety at JMU, said that he feels the 
campus is ''relatively safe. 
"Everything has been done that 
can reasonably be done" to ensure 
safety on campus, he said. 
Jessica Alverson, a freshman in 
Dingledine Hall. said she feels safe 
walJtin& around campus. 
While she said that there is 
sufficient lighting in most. areas and 
that there are plenty of emeraency 
phones. she also said she takes extra 
precautions when walkin& across 
c:alpUI. 
.. Al niaht I don't walk by myaelf 
:.. jpa _,; on 11\e aale side," abe said-
"1 always walk with friends." 
Andrea Condo, a sophomore in 
Ikenberry Hall, said that she (eels 
safe most of lhe time, but no matter 
how safe the campus really is, she 
s till feels uncomfortable walking 
around at nighL 
"I know I'm not safe walking 
back from late classes, but 1 don't 
necessarily feel unsafe," she said. 
Rachel Levin, a junior livin& .in 
Wayland Hall. also said she feels 
there ue plenty of lights and 
emergency phones. 
"I feel absolutely safe walking 
around campus," she said. 
While most residents feel safe 
walking around campus, some said 
they feel that lighting in some areas 
or campus is not enough. 
Robert Boyle. a freshman who 
lives in Eagle Hall, said he feels very 
safe, and said that there is plenty or 
lighting in most areas. 
He said that there was one area he 
thought could use some more 
lighting."There are not very many 
lights on the paths leading up to 
Eagle," Boyte said. 
"But I don't think it makes a big 
difference." 
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rrom staff reports 
JMU 's Greek Row will be sober 
and quiet this week in response to 
judicial charges for alcohol violations 
issued by Campus Police this past 
weekend, a weekend which Alan 
MacNuu, director of Public Safety, 
termed as an .. aberration." 
According to Interfraternity 
Council President Jason Hicks. 
"nobody is partying this week," but it 
has not been confirmed whether the 
lack of panics is a direct result of the 
weekend's violations. 
"They s tepped over the line this 
weekend," MacNuu said. ''There was 
a lot of underage drinking, etc. It 
started early Friday and continued 
through the weekend." 
MacNutt said Campus Police 
responded to a false fire alarm in the 
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house 
Sunday at 1:25 a.m. 
When officers arrived, there were 
sti ll people in the building. After the 
officers evacuated all occupants, they 
"closed the party down because of 
what they observed," MacNuu said. 
''They Celt they should close iL" 
MacNuu declined to explain what 
officers observed at the fraternity 
house bceause he said he was not on 
the scene . 
Earlier that night, the police 
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Group seeks to address women's issues 
by Joelle Bartoe 
stlljf writer 
A new organization has been bom intending 
10 "tie it all ~ for those coocemed with 
women's issues. 
Tbe Womeo'sluues NetWOrk is kicking off 
iu first full year at JMU. 
Aa:ording to Milia Sue Wisecarver, WIN's 
interim communications officer, WIN is an 
orpnization created to provide a network 
between other JMU organizations and clubs 
that are concerned with issues regarding 
women. 
WIN was established in October 1993 and 
quietly became a busy organization involving 
both male and female students, as well as part-
time, full-time and temporary faculty and 
administrators, Wisecarver said. 
.. There was not an organization open to 
anybody prior to this," she said. 
Freshman Neil VanRyper, an art major, said 
be thinks it's important for men to be tnvolved 
in sucb groups. 
" I think it's &ood If guys are involved just to 
get different sides or different issues," he said. 
One or WIN's main goals, according to 
Wisecarver, is to addres$ issues about women 
through programs, speakers and working with 
other on-campus groups. 
"'w' mission is to improYe and advance tbe by several more throughout the year. The 
SbllUs of women at JMU 8Dd 10 lddras ocher speakers are invited to provide viewers with 
coocems of women and community," she said. up-to-date information on current women • s 
Rachel Saury, president of WlN, said the issues. 
organization provides those interested in .. We intend to add to the dialogue [of WIN] 
women's issues with information which is information on what's going on in the outside 
gatheredthrougbaCl"'SS-CCnlpUScoalition. world in the area of women's assues and 
"We want to feminism," Saury 
promo&e tolerance and James Madison University said. "We want to 
diversity and a sense liVJl'N empower women on 
of community, In campus." 
general," she said. A n o t h e r 
One upcoming interesting thing 
event being sponsored about WIN is that it 
by the network is a uses electronic 
presentation by Helen communica tI on. 
Norton, the deputy ·• According to Sue 
director of the Women's Legal Defense Fund. Gier, past president of WIN, they use E-mail 
Norton is expected to speak about current and a bulletin board to perform a majority of 
women's issues. their communications . 
Also planned for WIN is speaker Jo Ann Freshman art m;ijor Carty Weaver said she 
Vaught, a trainina consultant who will speak is not one who feels up-to-date on women's 
on women 's communication styles in the issues. 
workplace. She said that WIN's cross-communication 
The speech, and a social, will be held on goals would be a good way to make people 
Friday 4-6 p.m. at 231 Campbell SL more aware. 
Bodl members and non-members are invited " I could probably consider looking at the 
to attend these events. Memberships are group to learn more about [women's issues] 
available at WIN events. because I don't know much," she said. 
Saury said these programs will be followed Their ability to use electronic 
communications has allowed WIN to grow 
very quickly, Gier said. 
"At the end of last year we had 50 members, 
and I expect that number to increase this year 
qui te a bit," she said. 
The organization's use of the VAX has also 
furthered their ability to network effectively, 
according to Gier. 
She also said WIN is hoping to network 
with on-campus groups such as the Women's 
Faculty Caucus, Student Coalition Against 
Rape and Women of Color. 
Tamara Mix, one or the core members of 
SCAR, said WTN is an organization that was 
greatly needed to enhance awareness and 
involvement in women's programs. 
'1 think that WIN right now is going in the 
right direction. I think it has real potential to be 
an effective voice," she said. 
The cross-campus contact WIN has is a 
quality which Saury said they are very proud 
of. 
"When you bring students, staff, faculty and 
administrators all together in one organization. 
it gives you an incredible amount of outreach," 
Saury said. 
M~m/urship forms are available from WIN 
s~cretaryltuasurer Kathy Shuler. SM can be 
reached through campus mail at employee 
nlotions. 
Harrisonburg's United 
Way kicks off campaign 
Polit\cal science classes polled 
on Virginia's senate candidates 
by Stacey Danzuso 
contributing writer 
Tbe United Way of Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County kicked off its campaign 
on Sept. 7 to raise $750.000 for many local 
service agencies. 
Proceeds from the United Way's annual 
campaip are distributed to 22 human service 
organizations in Harrisonburg and Rockingham 
County. 
United Way's purpose is to raise money for 
the health and service agencies in Harrisonburg 
that help the needy of the area, according to 
campaign chairman Dennis White. 
"By donating to United Way you 
can be ensured that your money 
stays in Hanisonburg," White 
said. 
United Way has been in 
Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County for 37 
years and is a completely 
autonomous organization 
governed by a local 
volunteer board of 
directors, saJd Mary Ganzer, 
director of communications 
for United Way. 
Accordina to Ganzer, United 
Way achieves its goal through the 
fund raising of volunteers. lbis year 
there are more than 200 volunteers 
workioa for United Way who will solicit 
dooalions from businessel for tbe campaign. 
"The campaign is expected to run until the 
end of November, although contributions will 
be aocepced iDIO December," said White. 
Tbe directors of United Way said they are 
optimistic that tbey will once apin meec their 
goal. 
.. ~or Sept. 7, SIOO,OOO had aJready been 
donaled," Ganzer said. 
Sbe said, "The money came from II 
companies wbo, acting u pace settm, ran their 
campaip prior to the kick- off date. Gifts from 
corpora&e campaign leaders also contributed to 
this sum, which is the largest pre-campaign 
dooadon lOCal to date." 
Accordin& to the United Way campaign 
press release, Unhed Way funds a variety of 
qencla which residents of Hanisonburg and 
RockJqlNim County can approach for belp 
with personal situations. 
Among the agencies listed in the press 
release, services provided include child care, 
shelter for the homeless and for battered wives, 
literacy tutoring, and aid for the elderly. 
These agencies rely aJmost solely on the 
work of volunteers to keep functioning. 'The 
Big Brother/Big Sister program is comprised of 
more than 100 volunteers, half of which are 
students at James Madison University," said 
Gayl Brunk, case worker for Big Brothers/Big 
Sisters. 
"'be primary function of this organization 
is to match a Big Brother or Sister with a child 
to provide the child with guidance 
and support," said Brunk. 
She also said that the 
agency has "a school 
mentor program for 
chi ldren who need 
extra help in 
learning." 
A juvenile coun 
program, where a 
pollee officer or fi re 
company member to 
act as a mentor for a 
delinquent is another 
aspect of Big Brothers/ 
Big Sisters. 
One United Way agency 
involves a number of JMU 
students directly. 
"Your Place After School has 
approximately 40 volunteers from JMU," said 
executive director of Your Place, Heather 
Denman. 
IMU students "plan and implement 
prognlln!, aid in bomewod, tutoring, take field 
trips and provide transportation for the 
children," Denman. 
"Your Place could not function without the 
help of volunteers," abe said. 
Other major agencies that are funded by 
United Way include the American Red Cross, 
Mercy House, the Sheperd's Center and the 
Skyline Literacy Coalition. 
According to Mary Ganzer, while the bard 
work of volunteers is essential for the survival 
of United Way and the agencies it helps to 
fund, so is the money that the campaign is 
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More an 30 percent of 369 JMU students 
poiJeid lilld .., WOUld voce for OUver North, 
ICCCIIdfDa to a survey cooducted by Adrian 
Clift.~~~~- proCaaor of polidcal science. 
Tbe students were chosen from five 
polilical.aencc cJaaes and filled out tbe 69-
quesdon survey tbe first wee.lt of classes. 
Robert Roberta, auoclato profenor of 
politicaliCieac:e, said lbe poU reflects Jtate-
wide eltimata, wbicb also bover around 30 
pen:all. 
a.t llid. "'People aren't taribly excited 
about tlgJ elecdOii. but It's Jood news for 
.Nord~. .. referrial to the 74 pen:eot of stUdents 
wlao Mid tlaoy were unhappy or bad no 
oplaiaD lboal tbe Virpnia candidates running 
b'U;$.S... 
Tbil flpre"' apecially Interesting to 
Devhl leal. IDOther professor of poUtlcal 
sdeDce.: 
If people 11e unhappy with the choices 
available, collltilDed with the usual 
wilb Ooqress. it sugats tbere 
Bealllfd. 
miAue DOt just for JMU ICUdents. 
but tor AmericaD society in aeneral, Bent 
aid. 
OaD _.. aot ..wyed also commented 
=. ...,,lQeaa witb the choices 
..... ..,._ a.mcue said. "North 
It lh-ltlit of dl; four evils." atvlna one 
E illilooi.e ..semi woaJd vote for ,.,..... Dorolby fJoumoy, ....,.lioaed wilb poUdc:s & llueadonally oot been wMl abe elecdoD for tbal reason. Palrlc:t W)'IDID. c:ommerM.ing 
• HOld's ae.s. llid. "'I lbink irs horrible. 
111en'a 110 aeeciiiD put Nortb iD lbere to shake 
...... 
; r '1lle....,. wbo ciiUmed on lbe survey to 
....., witb the Democratic Party, wblcb 
.... 30 ~are more internally 
.. w;:~lbe- wbo claimed to identify 
willa ..tepublican Party. wblcb wu about 
.-two ~~ of tbe lludent 
.. .,r.~~for~ 
Robb, and 25 percent wrote that they support 
Doug Wilder. 
In contrast, a clear majority, or more than 
SO percent, of the student Republicans who 
were polled support North. 
Both Roberts and Clark said that 
according 10 the survey, Wilder could take 
away more votes from Robb than Marshall 
Coleman could take away from Nonh . 
The survey aJso revealed the most 
important student concern is a candidate's 
stand on the issues. 
Only 17 percent of thMe surveyed said the 
character of the candidates is their most 
important concern in deciding who to vote 
for. 
'"This data is at odds with the way the 
campaign is being cooducted." Clark said. 
Pmonal attacks on character is the issue each 
of the candidales are emplwizing. according 
to Clark. 
Character is not a major issue among 
young vocers. 1be best explanation for these 
results Is because people have such low 
expectatiooa of poUtlcal figures, Roberts saJd. 
Clart said another reason for the survey's 
"'suits Is the amount of campaigning each 
candidate as done so far. 
According to Clark, Nonh bas spenl about 
$10 million so far in ad campaigns and bu 
been campaigning all summer, whereas 
Robb, Wilder and Coleman have not spent as 
much money campaigning. 
AllbouJb tbe survey reflects tbe views of 
hundreds of students, there are aome 
problems with the 5UI'Vey. 
Clark said the survey is by DO means a 
repaeotative sample of JMU's studeat body. 
especially because the clusea are filJed 
predominalely with fresbmea. 
Anoltler problem witb tbe survey u the 
unknown number of non-VIrgini•ICUdenra 
wbo were surveyed. 
.. I'm not from Virginia. so I don't .lalow 
that mucb about the election," said one 
student who filled out the survey. 
Clark said be conducted this survey u a 
data source for other students and to 
historically record JMU's voting preferences 
and see if it chao&es over lbe years. 
Clark said he ICeS tbe survey u valuable 
because it gives a general sense of what 
people's auitudel are oa the issues. • 
J. 
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AT LAST! A 
- PERMAN 
DISCOUNT BOOKSTORE 
New Books 
A.fuU range of topics: Anne Rice, Civil War, 
Dean Koontz, self help and so much more. 
Bargain Books 
& Stuff 
I *I 
r~ Bargitin Books 
& Stoff, Ine. 
2035-47 E.Markct • Harrisonburg 
433-8128 • Mon-1burs 10-6 F.rl a: Sat 10-8 
Our meats are shipped direct from New York & Philly 
Delicatessen 
Forget New York Style. • • \lt ARE New- York 
Skyline Village, Next to Rack & Sack 433-4090 
I 
J.rt• and Selene•• _SYJn.m 
ICU8111 .... and *"' 
:rba DIU Arts l8d SdeMw $YIIiDOiium, 4 
r....,.- 11 .,._, ror s.. 20-22. 
Foar lee._. are iac::luded in the proaram for the 
symposium, all dealin& with modera-day ethics in 
~fBIIIrcb. 
AD lectua• Will be held iD Oraftoa..StoVIll 'llalre. 
~ Tecbaolou Drive Hillory? The Dilemma of 
Tecbaolo&ical Determiaiam" will be the ftrst lecture 
prellllled, s.. 20. 7 p.m. 
Leo ~. ll a aealor lecturer aad professor at the 
MMacbUiella llildlure d TecbDoloaY. 
"'Tbe Social CoatiDpDcy of Melnias ill Science and 
TecbDoloo: 1be 0111a...- DiuAer," will be presented 
Sept. 21 at 3 p.m. by Pllul Dombrowski. 
Dombrowati ia an assistant professor at Ohio 
University. 
Robert McGinn will deliver "Tecbnology and Ethics: 
Recent CoalrOveraies and Future Directions," Sept. 21 at 
7p.m. 
Mc:OiDD il a professor at Stanford University. 
Oa Sept. 22 at 1 :4S p.m., KriatiD Shrader-Frechette will 
apelt lbout '"Science va. the People: Tectmological Risks 
mel Citizeo Conleal" 
Sbnder-Precbette ia a professor of Pbilosopby at the 
Univenity of Florida. 
SF I L E 
Graduate Study & Career Fair 
taraeted t~rd minority students 
MTaority studeata and job seekers will have an 
ftl0ppol'--"rhl'flualty to aaeet with sractuate school admJssioa 
officen ud employment repaentatives at the Black 
Issues in Higher Education's Gnduate Study & Career 
Pair ill WiihingtOD, D.C. 
The fair will be held Oct. 9 from 12-8 p.m. at the 
Sbenlon City Centre, 1143 New Hampshire Ave., NW. 
Admias.ion is free to stUdents aad job seekers. 
For more information, contact Allison Yolk at (703) 
385-2981. 
Bikes left on ramps to be removed 
The Depanment of Public Safety would like to remind 
bicycUsts to not park their bicycles on handicapped access 
ramps. Public Safety officials wiU remove and impound 
any bikes interfering witb handicapped access by 
wbatevec means necessary. 
Science fellowship arants offered 
Studenu interested in pursufns master's or doctoraJ 
degrees in such areas as ouctear· engineering, fusion 
energy or applied healtb physics should look to the U.S. 
Department of Energy for graduate fellowship grants. 
Graduaae fellowship prosrams sponsored by DOE and 
administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and 
Education.provide full payment of tuition and fees , 
moatbly stipends, and the opportunity to gain practical 
experience II a 00B laboraJory. 
Awudl vary depending on the specific program and 
the dqree beiq pursued. 
All pro1f81DJ require the submission of a fellowship 
application and completion of tbe Graduate Record 
Examination (ORE). Students must have received their 
undergraduate degrees in a science or engineering 
discipline by August 1995. 
For more information contact ORISE Fellowship 
Programs atl-800-S69-7149. 
-
-
POLICE L OG . 
byGreaFrdom 
police nporter 
Cln1u pollee "PPOl the toblng: 
Aaeult .net Bllltlry 
• An alt~rcatlon occurred among two non-student 
jwenllllt SladUn • 9:<19 pm. Sept. 10. 
The reeulted In lo8t teeth and lacerations. One 
lndMcUI ~ held ti'IIIM and was trlnspolted by rescue 
"'* eo Roddlapm Mlmorill Hoepital for trealr'nM. 
The OCher lnchldull wu liken jm, custody and IWased Into 
!*"*' QJilody. awv-Ill penclng. 
• All object reportecly atruck a student on the right side of his 
~ bfelldng a toolh In 1'1 lleld In frort of Hilslde Hal at 5:45 
p.m. Sepl12. 
Ofllcerl ..altd the UTOUnCing area for a suspedsd B8 but 
WM lNbll to tlnd one. 
o.ngerou. ~-tJcea 
• A...,..~ .. awimli~g in Newman Lake 812:05 a.m. 
Sept. 10. ThllndiYfdual was referred judicially for dangerous 
llfldlc* and "*9d ~of lkxlhol. 
o.mbllng Ylolatlona . 
• Charge~ are pending agailst three lndiYiduals who aUeoedlY 
were shooting ctaps on the sidewalk outside the Phllllps-Hafl 
Bllroom .. 1 :51 a.m. Sepl1 0. 
Officers reportedly observed dice and currency lying on the 
sidewalk and money c:twlglng hinds. 
All inYeltlgatJon conliooel. 
• Brown Bag Lunch, "Beyond the CuJture Wars," 
Wesley Fomdadoo, 690 S. Mason SL, 12;1.5 p.m. 
• New Ufe Singers rehearsal, Wesley Foundation. 690 S. 
Muon Sl, 7 p.m. 
• Clean Up Congress meeting, Jackson Hall, rm. 103, 
7:30p.m. 
• Constitution Week Event, "James Madison, the 
Constillltioo and its Uving Legacy," JMU Arborerum, 
4 p.m. Admission is free. 
• "Women's Communication Styles in the Wodplace," 
lecture given by Jo Ann Vaught, W8JTeO Hall Highlands 
Room, JJ :4S-12:30 p.m. Sponsored by tbe Women's 
Issues Network. 
• Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
informational booth, 12-3 p.m. on the commons. 
Spooaored by the ~Vet Club. 
• BARnl rneetina. Taylor Hall, rm. 404, S p.m. 
• "Prime Time," Campus Crusade for Christ weekJy 
large-aroup meeting, Warren Hall HJgblands Room, 8 
p.m. 
• Bapliat Student Union Fellowship, BSU Center, 
5:30p.m. All are welcome. 
o.tructJon of Public Property 
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly threw patio furniture from 
Scmer Hill Into Newmln Like between 6 p.m. Sepl 8 and 7:30 
a.m. Sept. 9. 
• Unidentified lnciYidulls lllegecly lgiMd a paper that was posted 
on 1 door In c:Nppalall' Hal at 10:03 pm. Sepl10. 
The flit dwred the door and ac:tlv*d the smoke detedor. 
• Unidentified Individuals reportedly set oH a dry chemical 
extlngulaher fouling every smoke detector In the buement of 
lUman Halll2:16 a.m. Sept. 10. 
No one wu lloWed to ,..,. the building for two hoc.n until all 
the powder hid been deaned l4) and the sys1em was restored. 
• lkidentlfled lnclvldiM degedly scratched insUtlng graffiti Into 
a wooden door In EIG't Hal between 11 pm. Sept 9 and 3 a.m. 
Sept. 10. 
All inYelliglllon conllrula. 
• lklldentifled lndMduall reportecly 1ote a heat detedor from the 
cellng, acliYiting the fire -.rm system In Eagle Hal 813:26 a.m. 
Sept. 11. 
The system repoMdly ccdd not be ""'· 
• Unidentified lncfMcMia ~ damaged three Hanisonburg 
Eledric ConYnia1ion polel on h Wlllw8y from the Days 1m to the 
CclrMxation CerMr It 5:16a.m. Sept 12. 
• Unidentified lnciYiduals allegedly bent exterior stonn window 
frames In Borruss Halll8 a.m. Sept. 12. 
Oeatructlon of Private Property 
• Unidentified lndMduals reportedly stole a license plate and 
damaged a car parked In K-lot between 3:90 a.m. and 5:30 a.m. 
Sept 11. 
POUCE LOG page 13 
• Citizen's Voice for Citizen's Choice: A National Town 
Meeting on Health Care Reform. Zane Showker HaJJ, nn. 
lOS, 2- 4 p.m. 
• JMU Physics Seminar, "Prosthetics," given by Dr. Brian 
Puller from the University of Virginia Medical Scbool, 
Millet Hall, rm. 109,3:15 p.m. 
• Women's Issues Network Social, 4-6 p.m. For more 
infonnatioo, caJI X6708. 
• Baptist Student Union Praise and Prayer, BSU Center, 
7 p.m. Open to anyone. 
-..,If lit I I I tl 1/ I -; s 1111 tl t llf I 8 
I • 
• Women's Soccer Vl. Old Dominion. Reservoir Street 
Field, 11 Lm. 
• Men's Soccer vs. Nonh Carolina WilmingtOn, Reservoir 
Strut Field, 2 p.m. 
• Question & Answer session witb Senatorial Candidate 
and Fonner Virginia Governor L. Douglas Wilder, !be 
commons. 2-3 p.m. 
' 
• Sunday Celebration, Presbyterian Campus Ministry 
Center, Medical Arts Building. 1031 S. Main SL, 5-7 p.m. 
-------------------------------------------- --- - --~ 
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Have your 
customers 
left you in 
the dark? 
Find the light I 
Check out Bre1u 
Advertising 
For rate information call 
Jonathan Rhudy at 
!A-6127 
ATTENTION. 
Does your 
club or 
organization 
have news 
or ads for 
'the ljreeze? 
get the 
facts 
call 
568-612~. 
' . ' .. - .. " " ~..,' ' , . 
I ' 
-Olde Mill 
Villag·e 
- - -Amenities Galore 
• Pedal on the level • no hiUs 10 climb 
or iniCrs&aiC 10 cross. 
• Only four blocks 10 campus. 
• Entzgy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
·• BasteabeH couns. 
• Paved parting~-
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• ThJephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on 
all apartments. 
• WeU lit paat:mg lot and walkways. 
• Cooveruent bus service to campus & 
VaiJey Mall. 
• Full time Management and maintenance . 
• No sliding doors. 
" ... the apartmenJs are new 
nd . , a spaCIOUS ... 
Our residents are our 
best advertisement-
Here's wh ... 
"There is a 'home-like'feel 
here, ... enough space to breathe. 
You just get more for the money. " 
-Michael Harris 
"You don'tfeellike you're 
living in your roommtlte s back 
pocket." 
-James Orndorff 
CALL TODAY! 
432-9502 . 
-Kristen Phillips Professionally COLDWeLL 
BANI\eR U "/love Olde Mill's location Managed by 
-it's so close to campus." Horsley and Constable 
-Milan Patel Property Management Division 
" ... the apartmenJs are· clean 434-1173 or 432-9502 
and modern. This is a very safe . . . , 
place to live ... " '"J': . · 
-Vanessa Howard 
HORSt.EY AND CONSTABLE 
------- ----------------------------.--------
__________________ __. 
I 
JMU honors scholar 
banquet highlighted 
by professor's speech 
by Nell-Marie Laugbland 
contributing writer 
More than I SO honors students 
auended the Nintb A nnual Honors 
Dinner, Sept. 7 in the Chandler Hall 
SheMndoah Room . 
1be focus of tile evening wu 10 
welcome new honors students and 10 
recognize department beads, 
professors and contributors to the 
honors program and the students 
themselves. 
Joanne Gabbin. director of the 
Honors Program, presided over the 
evening. acknowledgang various 
university teachers. deans and vice 
presidents. 
Vice President for academic 
affaars Bethany Oberst opened the 
evening with a welcoming address, 
offering words of advice for a new 
year. 
Citing a Chinese proverb, Oberst 
entouraged students to "chew on a 
book" to get the ''juices out of it." 
Guest speaker James Leary, 
professor of chemistry, spoke about 
his views on the "impediments to 
education at a college or university." 
" I think that JMU and most of the 
American system of higbe{ education 
is headed in the wrong direction." he 
said. 
Later he quoted Frederick 
Douglas. '"The limits of tyrants are 
prescribed by the endurance of those 
whom lhey oppress.'" 
He continued, "I definitely lhlnk 
that at JMU. and at some other 
institutions of higher education, 
students are and faculty are 
oppressed." 
Leary went on to say that " we live 
within •.. a system that drives us 
toward larger classes and a sys1em in 
whicb incompelent administrators 
fail to recognize the importance of 
student/teacher interaction," Leary 
said. 
He added 1h:n "we are forced to 
constantly confront misplaced 
resources in a system that lavishes 
offices. salaries and suppon upon 
administrators and coaches but does 
not provide the resources necessary 
for the maintenance o f academic 
integrity." 
Promising to end his speech with 
"an optimistic closing," he concluded 
by saying. " .•. it is the students who 
are concerned about the qualily of 
their educations who have the 
greatest potential to bring about 
meaningful changes." 
Also at Lhe banquet. the Phi BeLa 
Kappa award for Outstanding Honors 
Thesis was presented to Daren W . 
Geremia. a JM U 1994 graduate. 
Geremia was not able to attend the 
banquet. 
Diana Edelman. assistant 
professor of religion. presented the 
award. 
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Drug use a factor in White House crash 
LA.~~m~nP~t 
news service 
------
ABERDEEN, Md. - Before stealing 
a plane and crashing it into the South 
Lawn of the Whate House. Frank 
Eugene Corder spent the day 
watChing football . drinking beer and 
Mad Dog wine and smoking crack 
cocaine in a shabby motel room here, 
according to friends. 
In the evening. Corder began 
talking aboul taking an airplane ride. 
"He said he was going to go down 
to the airport, get a plane ond ny." 
said Fred Fulton, 55. o resident of the 
cinder block and brick motel where 
Corder put down $25 on a $500-a-
month efficiency Friday. 
All day Sunday the two men had 
been hanging out with about four or 
rive others. a group Corder had not 
met until this month. They watched 
the Red skins in one or the I 0-by- 1 0 
rooms. Then they moved to the front 
stoop, where they watched the traffic 
whiz by and kept tipping back tall 
cans of Busch beer and bottles of 
Mad Dog. 
For Corder. it was the end of a 
booze- and drug-filled week in which 
he roamed hi s hometown and 
bemoaned his marital troubles. He 
slept a few nights on an 
acquaintance's couch and then in 
Keyser's Motel on Roure40. 
Those who spent that week with 
him said the 38-year-old rruck driver 
did not seem suicidal. but they now 
believe he intended to kill himself 
and chose to do it witb notoriety. 
They dismissed the idea that he had 
tmything against the president. 
Corder told his new friends that 
hts wife recently hod kacked him out 
or their white clapboard house in 
nearby Perry Point. He ne ver 
mentioned politics or the fact that 
President Clinton was to attend 
church Sunday just up the road at 
Aberdeen Proving Grounds. 
More than once Sunday evening, 
Corder asked Cindy Jianniney to joan 
him on a plane ride. 
Corder was a nice man. Jiannaney 
said. who talked music wath her 
boyfriend an between disconsolate 
stories about his failed marriage and 
his desire to get out of town. But he 
drank conslantly and often left the 
apartment 10 smoke crack cocaane at 
a nearby open drug market, she said. 
On Sunday, Corder kept 
disappearing into his efficiency unit. 
When he came out. his eyes were 
bright and glassy, Jitmniney said. 
Crack made him more talkat ive. 
she said. and he began describing the 
JOYS or n ying He cou ldn't believe 
she· d never been in a plane and 
begged her to try it JUSt once. 
" He said. ' Oh you'd Jove 11,"' 
Jianniney rec:~lled, saying Corder had 
told her he owned a Piper Cub. 
'"You really wouldn't want to go 
up?'" 
She declined his offer. laughing, 
and decided to hatch a ride to a 
nearby rel\taurant about 7 p.m. to get 
something to eat. 
Corder suddet1ly seemed lonely 
and depressed. Jianniney said. 
"almost like a little boy that you 
wanted to mother.'' He asked whether 
she'd be back that night. She said she 
would try. 
A few hours later. Corder stole a 
single-enganc Cessna from nearby 
Harford County Airpark and cruhed 
it on the White House grounds early 
Monday. An autopsy showed he had 
a blood alcohol level of .045. slightly 
abo"e the legal limit of .04 for palots. 
and trace amounts of cocaine, 
according to the Secret Servtce. 
Federal rules prohibit drinking 
alcohol wathin 12 hours of nyang a 
plane. 
" I don 't hardly think that he 
wanted to hurt the president," 
Jtannaney said " If you was down 
there with him that evening, you'd 
never have known he had anything 
like this in mind." 
Fulton and Calvin Waters. both 
motel resadents. saad their party broke 
up by 7:30 p.m. They each went to 
their rooms and thought Corder had 
done the same 
But about 8:30 p.m .. Corder and 
another man drove up Route 40 to 
the Aberdeen Motel to see David 
Wachter. a 24-year-old from nearby 
Joppatown who has rented a room 
there since early this year. 
Wachler, repeating what he satd 
he had told the FBI, recalled he had 
met Corder over beers at Keyser's on 
Friday and had sold him $250 wonh 
of marijuana over the next 48 hours. 
Corder couldn't pay for the drugs up 
f ronl. so he wrote a S 125 check that 
he promised would clear on Monday 
and handed over his driver's license. 
the key to his broken-down Cadillac 
and lhe television from his motel 
room as collateral. 
Sunday night, Corder pulled out a 
$20 bill and asked for an eighth of an 
ounce more. Wachter said. Corder 
promised Wachter he would go to a 
bank the next day lO cash his check. 
Campus Sp_otlight on . • • 
How do you feel about the four-way race for U.S. 
senator from Virginia? 
" I think that they are all 
very smart guys, but I just 
don 't think they have the 
inttgrity to bt in our Senate. 
I pr0ba5!Y won't vote fin' any 
of them. 
"If Oliver North gets 
elected, I'm newr going to 
pGrlidpate in any Virginia 
elections for the rest of my 
life. I'd go for Robb again. I 
see him as the lesser of the 
three evils ... 
"TI~re's no way in hell you 
can luwe a senator, per say 
Ollie North, if lie's already 
deceived the country once." 
Keat Herr 
senior, finance 
AmozLebb 
sophomore, psychology 
Mike Austin 
junior, health sciences 
''I'm pretty much tmti·North. I'm a 
supporter of Wilder but I think the 
best thing would be if Wilder 
df"'PP«< out of the race bealuse thiJt 
woilld open the door for Robb and 
I'm not 11 big Robb fan, but that 
would block North from getting in." 
" 1 think it's a sad reflection on 
American politics that the only people 
you can have are career politic1ans, and 
ewn someone that has been convicted of 
crime or eM~ put on the stands is stifl 
able to run. I'm just tired of career 
politicians because nobody's there for 
thepeopu." 
"I saw most of tile debate I 
thought tlley were amsuitable. 
They were all finng away at 
each otlrer. It was -like a big 
firing StSSion. As Jar as I'd go 
now, I'd probably tend to fill in 
the ballot and vote for Mickey 
Mouse." 
Norman Scott 
junior, psychology 
"Ollie's gonna win. Thtre are a lot of 
people that just like somebody tlrat has 
seroed their country. Virginia is kind 
of conservative so they're just going to 
support him no ltllltter whllt he does. 
~only thing is that I don't think he 
has enough pull." 
JalleBeWamen 
freshman, pre· physical therapy 
Leoaant Getz1n 
junior, psychology 
SPO'IUGRT BY TODD L.API.AN'J'E 
10 Thursday. Sept. 15. 1994. THE BREEZE 
PAPA NEEDS DRt\IERSI 
ATTENTION, 
Does flOUr 
club or 
organization 
have news 
or ads for 
tfhe Breeze? 
3ind out to 
submit such 
information 
call 
568-612~. 
ATTENTfON~ 
Accelerate · 
Your Career 
.. .like these James Madison University graduates 
who joined our offices during 1994: 
The Arthur ADdeneD Worldwide Orpnization provides proteuioDII.servicea in Audit aod Buaioeu 
Adviacxy Services. Tax and Busioeu Advitory Savicea, OpendoDaJ Coaaultina. Utiptioo Services, and 
Business Systems Consuhina to clients tbrouab more thaD 300 loc:atioDa in 67 COUDtries. 
We wort with orpnizatioaa ranaiaJ from 1qe multioatiooal carponDoaa to medium aod unall-size 
companies in real estate, fiDancial servicea. biab tecbooJoay, aovemment 0001r11CtiD&. holpitality, and many 
other industries. 
There a.re areat opportunities waitin& for you in WubinJt.On, D.C., Richmond. McLean and our other U.S. 
offices. We will be on campus Friday, Octobe.r 7, 1994, to interview accountina paduaaa intereated in our 
Audit and Business Advisory aod Tax and Businea Advisory Services. Please coollet your Office of Career 
Services for further details. . 
Stay Ahead! 
Amu~•OlSC 
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Cando Mid lhe lbinb the Villqe 
... when .. li¥ed hllunm yc.-. 
is well-Iii. but the Lakeside area is 
DO( • welJ-liL 
.. ., 1 l ived in the Eagle area, I 
wouldn't have fe lt safe," she said. 
Suanna Rice, a freshman in £tale 
Hall. Hid she lhinta the area between 
Greet Row llld Eqle is 100 dark and 
she makes sure she never walks in 
that area alone. 
"I always walk in groups," she 
said ... 1 don't think I'd feel safe 
walking around by myself." 
Kimberly Denmark. a sophomore 
living in fRderic:k.son Hall, said she 
finds lhe campus is safe and the 
lighting is JOOd in most areas except 
for the area bet\ind Dukes. 
"I've only been back there once, 
so I 'm really not sure, but I 
remember it being pretty dark," she 
said. 
Kelly Swan, a sopt\omore living 
in BeU Hall, said the lighting around 
campus is "pretty good, except on the 
Quad," she said. "Sometimes that 
gets kind of dlllit." 
M.:Nuu said updates on the state 
of security are always being done. 
One example is a lighting tour that is 
conducted once a semester. 
T h is tour group consists of a 
member of the Student Government 
Association, a member of the 
Buildings and Grounds division, a 
representative from Electrical 
Engineering, a female faculty 
manber, a campus cadet and himself, 
ho said. 
~ec:heck upon thinp and make 
any chanaes that are necessary," 
M acNuu said. "We ' ll probably 
conduct one in tnOCher month or so." 
The inspection is held 11 a time 
wt\en there are leaves on lhe trees 
and there is no moon 10 shed extra 
tiptso the situM.ion can be evalual.ed 
durin& the darkest conditions. 
Katie Rorrer, I supervisor or the 
campus cadeta, said abe thinks that 
li&htin& is sufrx:ient in most areas of 
campus, and that the lighting tours 
are a good way to cheek on their 
efTectiveness. 
However, Rorrer said one area she 
considers poorly lit is Z,.lot, which is 
located off of Port Republic Road 
across from the main entrance to 
campus. 
"If I parked there, I wouldn't want 
to walk back alone at nigt\t," she 
said, adding that a lot or the escort 
eaJis they receive are from this area. 
Emergency phones arc another 
aspecl or campus safety that students 
interviewed have mbted reactions 
about. 
Rachel Levin, a junior living in 
Wayland HaU, said she thinks there 
are plenty of accessible emergency 
phones as well as lights on campus. 
However, Alana Schmidt, a 
freshman living in Wine-Price Hall, 
said that although she does feel safe 
on campus, she thinks that some o£ 
the emergency phones should be 
more accessible. 
"' don't see 100 many emergency 
pt\ones and some you need keys to 
get to," she said. 
Boyle said he didn't know the 
location of aU the emergency phones. 
"The only emergency phones l 
know of are in front of the donns," 
he said. 
MacNuu said the campus police 
alto wort 10 tty mel make sure there 
.-e a sul6c:ient number or emergency 
phooea u well •Ji&hts. 
.. As the campus &fOWl, we ·u add 
phones," he said. There is an 
emcqency phone in every dorm, at 
the Godwin bus stop, at the ATM 
machine at Gibbons Hall and a few 
other places on campus. 
"If there are any gluing areas that 
need some, we will take care of it." 
he said. 
Emergency phones are also 
courtesy phones, he said, which are 
used to call rooms on campus. The 
red buuon on the emergency phones 
contacts the campus police directly 
when pushed. 
Rorrer uid she thinks there are a 
good number of emergency phones 
in most areas of campus, especially 
in the Village area since there is one 
in every dorm and there are so many 
dorms in that area. 
"It wouldn ' t hurt to have some 
more on the Quad or in Wilson Hall 
or one of the main buildings," she 
said, since to get to a phone in a 
dorm a student may have to walk a 
little biL 
Another effort to ensure safety 
involves the campus cadets 
themselves, who patrol campus seven 
days a week, almost 24 hours a day, 
according to Lt. Timothy Carter, who 
is in charge of the campus cadets. 
'The campus cadets are primarily 
there to patrol the campus and be of 
assisc.nce to the police.," Carter said. 
Rorrer said she thinks the cadet& 
have been successful in deterring 
oertain types or crime. 
'"We cre.ate a presence on campus, 
and I think we deter crimes like 
stealin& bikes and thinas like that," 
she said . "Obviously we're not in 
people's rooms, 10 there are some 
l)'pCS of crime we can't prevenL" 
MacNuu said the campus police 
also patrol the campus 24 hours a day 
with extra coverage on the weekends. 
One way to provide that coverage 
is by overlapping shifts, espeeiaiJy 
between 9 p.m.-3 a.m., he said. 
"We never go below two officen 
out there," he said, ''And sometimes 
we have as many as five." 
There is also an escort service that 
bo th campus cadets and campus 
police give so students can have a 
safe walk or ride home anywhe.re on 
campus. 
According to campus cadet 
Tracey Cramer, campus cadets are 
available by calling utension x6911 
from 7 p .m .-2 a.m . Sunday-
Wednesday. from 8 p.m.-2 a.m. on 
Thursday and 8 p .m .-3 a .m. on 
Friday and Saturday. 
The campus police are available at 
all other hours. she said. 
While most or the studenlS 
interviewed had seen campus cadets 
patrolling the area. few t\ad actually 
used the escort service. 
Alverson said, "I lcnow the 
campus cadelS are there if I need 
them. but I haven't used them yet" 
Boyle said that wt\ile he's never 
ulled a cadet for an escort 1\ome, "I 
see them around patroJling 
sometimes." 
Rorrer said that the campus cadets 
try their best to keep the campus as 
safe as possible. 
"We work hard to keep that up." 
she said. "I thinJc generally students 
feel safe here." 
expected to raise. 
1'his year's goal of S7SO,OOO is a 
6 .2 percent increase over 1993 ' s 
goal, but the need is still greater," 
explains the press release. Agencies 
are asking for more money because 
the demand for their services t\as 
increased. Last year, one in five 
people in Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County relied on the 
services of a United Way sponsored 
-aency. 
For those who don' t have the 
money or the time to contribute, they 
can participate in United Way's Day 
of Caring. "On Sept. 2 1, volunteers 
arc needed to c lean, rix up and 
perform other tasks for the agencies 
that they normally do not have time 
to accomplish,'' commented White. 
"It is a day when the community 
mobili2e.s and does hands on work:," 
White said. 
Volunteers will meet at 8 a.m. in 
the Food Cowt of Valley Mall. 
Other opportunities for 
participation in the Day of Caring are 
the food drive and blood drive that 
United Way is sponsoring. 
Sept. 16 through Sept. 21. canned 
food will be collected at local 
supermarkelS for the food agencies 
that United Way funds. 
A Red Cross blood drive will be 
beld on Sept. 21, from 11 a.m.-4 p .m. 
at the JMU Convocation Cenlet. 
Anyone interested in volunteering 
their time can contact United Way 
for the name of an agency in need of 
help or directly approach any 
organization. Please note that child 
care facilities require references. 
DINING DIGEST 
CrQIII or Race 
Scrambled Eus 
Bacon, Panc&lces 
CrQIII or Pottto Soup 
Fned ChitkeniGravy 
Mulled POUIIOC1 
Wu Beans 
Broccoli wllh Cbe~ Sauce 
Splnadl Noodle Caucrote 
Mut Loaf 
Gra•y 
Sc:arood Ncwbura 
Wild Jllcc Blend 
GLued Baby Catrocs 
AsanJ1)s 
Maxed Bean Creole: 
Monday 9/19 
Beef Barley Soup 
Turkey A Ia Kma 
Hoc Italian Beer Sandwtch 
Eu Noodle$ 
Oreen Beans 
Peas .t CArrocs 
Fried rllh 
Cllinae Roast Pork 
Fried Rice 
Broccoli Stir Fry 
Sup: Snap Peas 
VeJCUblc Lo Mein 
PotltO Bar 
MENUS * ACTMTlES * SPECIALS 
Tuesday 9/20 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Gnlled Clucken PaCA Pocket 
Counuy Fned SlUt 
Gravy 
Au Gratin Potuoes 
Corn 
Italian Green Beans 
Vqctable Fajita 
Chiekcn Papnbsll 
Beet BurJ11114y 
Eu Noodles 
Milled VqetabiCJ 
Splll&ch Souffle 
Hqarian Noodle Bake 
Corned Beer, Cabba&e, 
Carrots, Potatou, 
M\Btard 
s 4.25 
Wednesday 9/21 
Canadian Cheese Soup 
Hoc Tllrltey Sandwich 
Broc:coh/MIUhroom Quache 
M a.shed POIAIOCS 
Gravy 
KaJe 
Mixed Veceublcs 
Tex Mu Casserole 
Swedbh Mealballs 
Thai searood Stltfry 
Rkc 
BroccoltSpean 
Peu .t Mushrooms 
Vqwnan Chow Mean 
Frank Bar 
1st Hot Dog S l .lS 
Each Ac:ldiiiooal S I. 00 
Thursday 9/22 
Cheddar Broccoli Soup 
Pau.a 
Cllac.ken Fned Race 
Curly FriCJ 
Onental Veceuble Blend 
Cauhnower au Graun 
Mushroom Curry 
Carved Prime Rib I Au jus 
Hetbed Bated Chicken 
Rosemary Red PCXAtocs 
Com on c.bec:ob 
Green Beans 
Mushroom Noddle Srrocanotf 
Grilled CaUroroia 
Cbiclwl, Ric~, BroecoU, 
Rolls 
s 4.50 
Friday 9/23 
Garden Vqeuble Soup 
FaJh SandwiCh 
Muac:an t.huroru 
Delmonoco Pottloes 
Com 
Zucchma & TomaaOCJ 
Lou1saana Bean Stew 
London Broil I Sherry 
Mushroom Sauce 
Baked Shnmp Noodle au 
Gratin 
Oven Browned Poucoes 
Broccoli f Cauhnower wnll 
Cheese S3uce 
Peas 
Shell Past. & Ve,euble 
Casserole 
Beer F~itas 
s 4.50 
rRock the Uubah! 
Sept. 28 - 2G 
Coming September 30 
Aloha SUmmerl 
Saturday 9/24 
Tomato Rice Soup 
Gralled Cheese Sand,..acll 
ChJclcen Pepper Cuscrole 
Parsley Pow0e1 
GrCCll 8QIU 
Maxed Veaetables 
hahm Style Buns .t Race 
Pork Chops 
Clwscur Gravy 
Herb Routed Chidcen 
Rice 
Honey Glued Carrocs 
Suecowh 
Baked Panso Bun Casserole 
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JAMFS MADISON UNIVERSll'Y 
Otllr.e of Caner Sa vias 
Pfir• 4s 
OPPOil11JNITIES 19M 
A Uni~etsit)-Wide Caner Day 
CoaYacatt. Cater 
'11mnday, Sepl....twr 22, UM 
1:00 pm- 5:00 Jllll 
.. __. 
Organizations that will be present to share lnfonnation about employmeat opportunltlaa and lntemshlpsli1dude: 
AFLAC 
American Management Systems 
Andersen Consulting 
Auditor of Public Accounts 
Beach Ford 
Bell Atlantic 
Booz• Allen & Hamilton 
Burlington Industries 
Circuit City (Ftnance Div) 
Circuit City (Retail Dlv) 
Circuit City Express 
Coopers &: Lybrand Consulting 
Deloitte & Touche 
Drug Enforcement Agency 
Electronic Data Systems 
Enterprise Rent-A-car 
Fann Bureau Mutual Ina. Co. 
Federal Bureau of lnvestlption 
Fquson Enterprises, Inc. 
First Union National Bank 
FootLocker 
Freddie Mac 
GEl CO 
General Eledrlc 
Georce G. Sharp, Inc. 
Becht's 
HospltaUtJ PartDen 
Household Bank 
INRI 
Inspector General for Audit (DoD) 
JCPeoney CompanJ, Inc. 
Lady Foot Locker 
Marine Corps 
Marriott Hotels (Controller) 
Marriott Hotels (Education Services) 
Mdan mtton 
Naval Air Systems Conunand 
Naval Audit Senice 
Na.y Comptroller Prop-am Mgt Omce 
Navy Omcrr Procrams 
Norwest Flnandal, Inc. 
NTW 
Please dreaa professionally and bring teYeral copies of your resume. 
TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAREER FAIR 
Olde Dllcount Stockbrokers 
Phibbs, Burkholder, Gellert &: 
Hutrman 
Plc: 'N Pa7 Stores 
Pizza Hut 
Prudentlal - AARP Operations 
Slpet Bankard 
Sprint Intemadonal 
Standard Kepster 
S..te Fann 
Sysco Food Servicta of VA 
United Service Orpnlzation 
VircinJa Dept or Environmental Quality 
VircJnla State Pollee 
Wallace Computer Services, Inc. 
Wai-Mart Stores, Inc. 
Weady's IntematiODal, Inc. . 
Woodward a Lothrop 
Yount, H7de A ~' PC 
A career fair can be a Jre.t place to team more about a career field, ptber informatiClll Oil ipecific orpnizati001 mel eltablilh profeasioaal contacta. 
To make •Opportunities 199<4• a sua:ea for you, tbe Office of Career Service~ hu ideDtified 10me importmt information to bep ill miDd u you prepae 
for career day and vi1it with employer xepteemtativee. 
Preparation is a vital 1tep in makina tbe most out of a career fair: 
I 
• An initial•tep il clarifying your pl1: wby are you attendina the fair IDd what do you hope to aet out of it? Are you 1~ for a IUUIIDer intemab.ip7 
a full time position? or exploring what employmeot optioaa exiJt for y~7 
• It is a aood idea to identify the orgaoizatiooa that you would lib to talk to and to prepare a lilt of que1ti0111 that you wut IIJ.IWOted. 
• Knowledge abOut your interests, akills and experieace is eaeotial prepuatiOil for your COIIYer'a!ioaa with employers. 
• If you are using the career fair u a part of your job eearch, you lhoa1d briDa copies of your ftiiUIDD, 
• Siuc:e a career fair can be a very buly evart, you want to be able to make tbe IDOit of your time. Oivo 10111e tboopt about bow you will approach 
employers. You want to introduco younelf, demonltrato your intoreet in the orpnizatiClll and be prepared to cU::u. your oducatiClll md wolk experiences. 
Communication il an important upect of preeentina younelf effectively. Becauee fint i.mpx.aioaa em be lutin& ooes, you want to pay lpOCial atta1ti011 to 
bow you preaent younelf to prospective employen. 
• Ore~~ profesaional.ly. A IUit il alway• tbe bolt choice for mm ad WOIDiin if y~ WIDl to look profeaioaal. For WOIDIID a tailored drela may be appropriate, 
espocially in lea CODIOf'Yative fields. Bvm if you are Clllly uaina tho fair to pther infonllltiOG, it illltill a aood idea to mab a favorable impfelli011 by ct.reaiq 
profeaioaally. 
• Si.milu to my interview lituatiClll, y~ want to demoutrate coafideDco in younelf u wellu mtlmsjum mel int.enlt for tbe orpairaboo. Wbeo iDtrocluciJaa 
younelf to employon, maintain JOOd eye CODIIct ad bavo a firm .._...,.ke 
• Have DUIDIII'OUI oopiel of your reiUIDD ia m euily .cceaiblo place 10 that you cloa't b.vo to fumble amaDd look:iq for copiela you are tryiaa to iatrodaco 
younelf. 
J'ollow-Up il a final md critic:alltep in matiaa tbe aat out of a caner fair. Wbea JOQ have fiai..., tiikiDa 110 a reprn dative hero are a few Chinas you 
lboul4 ...... to do. 
• Alk. for tbe buaiaea card of tbe pet11011 wbo you are taDtiaa with. 
• Alt wbo you lbouJd c:oat11ct witbia tbllllir orpnintioll ad ut fw tbe ~ DPIII!bc. Mlb ..... diM yoa have lp8lled my DilliN correcdy. 
• Alt «*h iDdividual orpnintim wbat il Cbe belt way to follow4p willa ......_ Sboald )'08 call wilbia a lplcified tiJDD or .ad a COV« 1eUer ad re~a~~~e? 
· • Alt for a time &amiD (How IOoll ca you apect to beer from IOIIIIDODIB?) 
;; 
Greek ______________________ __ 
continued from page 3 
observed an underage individual 
lapping a tea of ~ at the Kappa 
Sigma fratemiry house. according to 
police reports. 
Polic:e have the authority to enter 
any Greek Row fratemily house at 
any time because they are public 
buildings. MacNuu sa.id. 
Hicks denied that this weekend 
was any diffetall from II\)' olher. 
Hicks said he believed " no 
undCJa&e penon was caught tapping 
the keg." 
.. There was nothing at all out of 
the ordinary," H icks said. "The 
police have been having more 
problems with freshmen this year 
than before." 
MacNuu said "Things have been 
going well on the Row ... lots of 
responsibiliry shown, up to now. 
"Maybe the cool heads have 
&raduated," MacNull said. " I had 
hoped the responsibility would carry 
over to the new gToup. We don't 
want lO go down and chaperone any 
parties," he said. 
Kristin Radclirfe, assistant 
director of Greek Life and 
Orientation, could not be reached for 
comment 
Blue suede shoes BECKY MULLICANtc9111ribwU., pltoto,rapiYr 
Whttney Haman, Hillary Jaffe and Rachel Woodall, all freshmen, dance the night away to Jukebox 
music In Door 4 SUbs •t I>-hall on Monday. Elvia, the King of Rock •n Roll, made an appearance. 
' ' ' . ' -.~·.:'·~ ': ·<:-~'''?'... . .~~.'::~1 
-- -- -. -' . 
Daaquale lli8torante Italiano 
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Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole 
a Parkpre Scepter Comp 21-speed 
mountain bike .. om lhe basement lounge 
in Wayland Hall belweeo 4 p.m. Sept 10 
and 12p.m.Sepl11. 
The bike has llat handlebars, a 
Barends Tange front suspension and 
forj(s, and a titanium chrome finish. 
The bike is valued al $700. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole 
a Diamond Back Sorento 21-speed 
mountain bike from the Wine-Price Hall 
bike rack between 6 p.m. Sept 11 and 2 
a.m. Sept 12. 
The bike is black with purple splash 
marks and purple sprockets. The bike's 
serial number is 148T3881. 
The frame and rear wheel reportedly 
were taken. The front wheel and U-lock 
were leh at the scene. 
The bike is valued at $275. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole 
10 compact discs and 10 CO jackets 
from an open-top Jeep palked at the rear 
olthe Chi Phi fraternity house between 
9:30 p.m. Sept 8 and 3 a.m. Sept. 9. 
Marijuana Possession 
• Unlden~fied individuals allegedly were 
lound In possession of marijuana and 
related paraphernalia at 2:15a.m. Sept 
10. 
An Investigation continues. 
Underage Consumption 
• Two students were dlarged judicially 
wah underaged consumption of alcohol 
at Greek Row Bridge al 2:30a.m. Sepl. 
10. 
According to the police report, the 
students had been drinking at several 
houses on lhe rr:NI. The houses may be 
referred judicially when identified. 
An investigation oontinues. 
• A student was charged judicially with 
underaged consumption ol alcohol althe 
Vilage Gazeboal1:14 a.m. Sept 10. 
• A student was charged judidally with 
underaged consumption of alcohol at 
Greek Bridge al1:42 a.m. Sept. 10. 
Distribution of Alcohol to 
Minors 
• A student was charged judicially with 
underage distribution of alcohol alter 
reportedly being seen tapping a keg of 
beer and serving 11 to a non-sludent 
juvenile at the Kappa Sigma fraternity 
house at 12:45 a.m. Sept. tL 
ABC charges are pendilg against the 
individual named on the keg lor 
uncontrolled distribution of alcohol. 
• The Kappa Sigma fraternity house 
was referred judicially with reportedly 
issuing an arm band, meant to identity 
individuals over 21, to an underaged 
student aJ3:12 am. Sept. 11. 
Number of drunk in pubic charges since 
Aug.28: 15 
Number of parking tickets issued 
between Sept 7 and 13: 639 
< \ l . \I < H ; l 1: < l l II.LT 
• 
GEAR TO GO 
AT 
BARR-BE STATION 
• The basic idea here: 
'#Down-to-earth colors 
timeless designs 
adAT CASUAL CLOTHING 
IN THE CLASSIC TRADITION 
AT OUT OF THIS WORLD PRICES 
In the Kroger Plaza 432-0289 
I 
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EDITORIAL 
Numbers don't do the talking 
N umbers mean nothing. They are abstract representations for things far more concrete. The same thing can be said for the four national publications that deemed it necessary to bestow upon 
James Madison University the honorary titles of the second 
safest college, the 38th best buy, one of the best 306 colleges 
and one of the most competitive colleges in the country. 
For those of us with any common sense, we would take these 
rankings and surveys for what they are worth- a grain of salt. 
True, the figures are based upon actual student/teacher ratios, 
tbe number of courses offered, bow many computers are on 
campus and the number of crimes committed. But what they 
neglect to illustrate are the people who make up the campus and 
the kind of environment those people have Cor learning, teaching 
and instructing. 
Money Magaz.ine recently ranked JMU as one of the best 100 
buys in higher education. The rating was based primarily on two 
factors: student/teacher ratios and resources available. 
According to the magazine, JMU deserved a slot in the esteemed 
list and that same placement gave our college the duaJ title of the 
best public institution in Virginia. 
But how can JMU be classified as one of the "best buys" 
when the people who actually buy the education offered here 
weren't even considered? Money didn't conduct representative 
surveys of students to see If they or their parents were happy 
with the returns on their invesfments. Figuratively, the 
researchers at the magaz.ine did explore the right avenues in their 
quest for the best by balancing the tuition paid with what 
resources are available for students. However, those statistics are 
not the only aspect of effenciency. 
Those who actively panicipate in gaining an education and 
those who actively participate in offering an education may have 
different opinions regarding how their money and time are being 
spent. Therefore. a rating that claims to reflect the "best" could 
never hold to its convictions if those experiencing the "best" 
don' t agree. 
A ranking that represents someone getting the most for a 
buck is just as subjective as ranking competitiveness. Without 
any hard-core evidence and testimony, Peterson's Compl!titive 
· Colkges would have a difficult time convincing anyone that its 
list of the 350 most competitive colleges is accurate and 
representative of all educational institutions across the nation. 
According to Peterson's, JMU's inclusion in the IJst is based 
upon the qualJty of educational experiences and the quality of 
the freshman class. The only question is: how can quality be 
judged in numbers? 
Surveys would be essential in determining the essence of 
quality, and without a representative sample from all colleges 
across the country, a true list would be impossible. 
To obtain the goal of total representation, researchers would 
have to work 24 hours a day for seven days a week and have 
complete cooperation from those answering the surveys. 
Obviously, this would be a huge undertaking. and one that 
wouldn't really mauer even after it was completed. What 
difference does it make if the college you're attending is one of 
the most mmpetilive? The only thing that really mauers is your 
happiness with the education you're receiving. 
Surveys were used in Princeton Review's The Best 306 
Colleges, but did the surveyors obtain a representative sample, 
or did they simply mall out surveys to random students and hope 
for some to be returned? 
Finally,the Crimi! at College: Tile St/Uknr Guide to Personal 
Saft!ty ranked JMU as the second safest college in the nation and 
the safest in the South out of 467 four-year colleges with more 
than 5,000 students. The statistics for the list were obtained from 
the FBI C~ by County 1992 Report in which arson, drug and 
alcohol offenses were not included. 
The cities and counties that surround lhe colleges were 
included, but since not all crimes were contained within the 
ranklngs, are the rankings valid? If someone labels a college 
safe, shouldn't all things that oould possibly make the oollege 
unsafe be weighed? Nothing is as safe as it appears, but when 
some prospective students and their parents review a guide 
prepared by FBI statistics. they will. more often than not, 
perceive the information to be complete and honest. 
The only purpose ranklngs of these sorts serve Is good public 
relations material and a tool to use when begging for more 
money f10m the state legislature. No doubt JMU will play up 
every one of these "good" numbers when prospective students 
and their parents display some interest in the school. The ratings 
look good on paper, but that is about aJI·they are worth- the 
paper they are written on. 
Media rankings can never represent what they strive to 
imitate, and people need to be aware of that before they send 
their son or daughter off to an institution that has been Labeled as 
one of the safest. most economical, most competitive and best. 
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze editorial 
board which consists of the tditor, managing editor and opinion 
editors. 
NiooU Motley • • • editor Crclig N~ ... managina edit« 
Mark Sutton ••• OfHnion editor Karen &,an ... asst. opinion editor 
Bieeze 
Letun to the eclitorthollld be 110 more than 3SO wor4J, toiUJDDS DO men thaa SSO 
word~, and will be published em a tpace avau.b.le bull. TUy mUJt be delJftnd to Tilt 
~by 11000 Tueeday or S p.m. Friday. 
The~ raems the riaht to edit for cJ&ritr anct .-u. 
The dpinloas ill this teetloa da not aecaRrily retlect tho aplnlcm of the aewtp~per, 
tb!J starr. a. James MldiJon Univerntr 
Dare ..• 
A lousy planning dart to the secondary education 
department for requiring a one-month class for 
seniors who want to teach. How about providing 
some housing? 
Sent in by a student who is tired of crashing on a 
friend's couch for a month. 
Pat ... 
A pat to all housekeeping staff. Thank you for a 
job well done! This is National Housekeeping Week, 
and you deserve recognition for the great-looking 
campus buildings that are a result of your hard work, 
your dedication day and night to facilities, 
management and JMU. 
Sent in by Jim Auckland, director of facilities 
management. 
Dare .•. 
A don't-even-think-about-it dart to the 
administration for considering closing 0-lot. This 
will complicate an already impossible campus 
parking situation. 
Sent in by somebody who wonders how many 
employees will search elsewhere for a job with 
parking. 
Pat ... 
A pat to those who decided to finally put low-fat 
snacks in the vending machines around campus. 
Sent in by somebody who prefers the taste without 
the fat. 
Dare ... 
A big ol' disgusting dart to the brothers of Chi Phi 
fraternity who decided to print "Beer, Bitches, 
Brotherhood" on their rush T-shirts. 
Sent in by a JMU student who hopes that all 
fraternities do not think of women lilu that. 
Pat ... 
A get-off-on-your-bad-selves-pat to the residents 
of the poolhouse for throwing down and having the 
biggest, bestest fiesta of this young semester. 
Sent in by somebody who appreciates a good 
party that does not take place in a grungy fralemity 
basement. 
Tfllk 8bDw guest was not trUthfUl; 
actor welcomed chance to roleplay 
To the Editor: 
Duriq this summer you may have seen or heard of my 
appearance on a talk show, and because some of you apparently 
loot my role seriously, I am ba'e to pry open your crusty eyes to 
the real world ol talk-show tekvision. 
Since the aae of 17, I have acted on local celevision, and 
modeled for both runway fashion shows and rnaswnes. Until 
this summer, I have never had the opponunity to act on a 
national celeviSion program, and u an actor my chance$ of being 
cHsooveftld on nadonal celevision are obviously far greater than 
my being noticed while modeling for Macy's. 
In mid-March, I recei vecl a call from a woman, Christine, in 
Great Britain who had discovered my number from a famHy 
friend who knew of my incerest in acting. Christine explained 
thai she owned aeveral~pp~~~el sbops which carried men's active 
wear and was starting a new line of men's lingerie for the 
heterosexual population. Cluistine abo explained that a show In 
the U.S. entitled "Sally Jessie" had inviled her to appear u its 
guest, aod she needed a man from the U.S. to appear with her 
and be wUHoa to say that be wean thai type of apparel. Now, 
becluse of my interest in acting it should be as no surprise that I 
welcomed tbe cballeQae. 
In April. my friend Anne and I were flown to New Yort the 
nipt before the show, landing about midnipt. Soon after 
checkina iiiiO our rooms, we taJded over to Christine's bocel and 
at I a.m., eiJht houn before tbe taping of the show. I wu given 
the two items which I had supposedly bought months earlier: 
silt boxers aod briefs. For all of tbose wondering what I wore on 
the sbow, bere is a list (from the ground up): black Doc 
Martin's, blue jeans, Calvin Klein brief-boxers, a navy-blue 
buuoo-down denim shirt and a tie. Although there are some 
rumors in circ:ulldon wbic:b sugest my having worn other, more 
flamboyant types of clothing. at no dme was I wearing anything 
else but w._ l have just listed above. 
Realizing that aome of you might be upset by the fact that I 
wu playina a role on television witboul the propam's or Sally's 
knowledge, you migbt be Interested to discover that"otber 
indivdlals on tbe lbow wae not completely honest either. Most 
of tbe questions ubd by tbe audieoce were screeaed before the 
show, IDd IOIDdimes cbangccl in order to c:ause more c:onfllct 
among the puael. SaUy also surprised me by reading verbatim 
off a teleprompter located just above the camera when she wu 
addressing the home audience. 
For r.ture reference, I would encouraae those of you who 
watch shows such • '"Sally Jessie .. to view tbe concents not as 
factual, but si~nply u a form of entertainment; but that's OK 
because I too, at ooe time. believed everything on celevision, but 
now l know that there is no talking Rudolph, Super Grover or 
any Miracle on 34th Street. 
Nathan Lyon 
Ienior 
health 
Edltor'e note: This past T~sday, /traveled to Grqfton-Stovall 
TMalre to catch a showing ofThe Crow. During the film, there 
were two IUiinterukd intermissions. It wa.t e.xploiMd to the 
crowd thaltltese interruptionJ were a result of a technical 
failure. '1'1&e crowd wo.r also encouraged to sign a complaint 
sheet in orrkr to ktthe administration know of these problems 
so 1M money cOtJ.d be allotted tofu them. 
It occurred to me as I SIJI watching the b/anlc screen that the 
problem could be browglllto liglll via a very potent rMdium: 
The Breue. As the only news~r on campus, we have on 
obligation I() our audience to objectively represent the views and 
opinions of the students, faculty and staff who live and work in 
and arowulthe university. 
Unfomutately, tltls CQIUI()t be doM if we have no ideo what 
tlaeufulings are. Unlike the paper's other seelions, the opinion 
seclion belongs to )'(*. My responsibility as editor rests in 
choosing the leiters thai best represoat our readers' opiniOIIJ 
and presenting tlwm in a ~r thai is clear and interesting. 
OfcoiiTit I am not perfect and SOfM letters thai shauld go in 
occasiOfiiJIIy do not. Unfortunately, I COIIIlot choose from what I 
do not have. 
The opiniofl section is the suggestion box of the university. 
Views tltot ore printed here often Wulto ongoing debates and 
disausion.r. ~tilus a le.tter will ewn be a stepping stoM to a 
cllonge in policy (i.e. last yeor's .suualassoult policy iss~). 
How oftoa do you hear sorMtltiltg thai makes your blood 
boil? How oftoa does a university policy, old or Mw, get in your 
way? Judging from conversoJions I've had around campus, 
prdty oftm. Bw conversations don't accomplish much -letters 
do! . 
Tltink of tllis NJte as a formal inviJalion to air out your 
fnutradotu ONl try ow your ideas. This section is Mre for .Y.QJ£. 
please don '1 wa.tte it/ 
Martt Sutton 
opinion editor 
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DaDlas and spirals 
I am not at aJI an anal person. No. really, l'm not. HonesL 
But sometimes, wben I'm in the same place day after day 
after day, and I see the same things each day, I notice certain 
things - insignificant-in-the-scheme-of-life things. that just 
really bug me after awhile. Perhaps you have noticed these 
things too. If you haven't paid them much attention. you might 
after you read this. 
From the basement 
-Karen Bogan 
One place we all are day after day is the restroom, though 
we often disUke to admit it. 
What bugs me about the restroom? 'The doors. No, not the 
big doors to the restrooms themselves that say "ladies" and 
"gentlemen" or "girls" and "boys" or even "damas" and 
"caballeros," but the little doors of the individual john stalls. 
Tile key word here is liule. Noc only are the doors more than 
a foot orr the ground, but if I stand up, I can see everyone else in 
the restroom. This is alarming, considering that I am 5'8," which 
is not particularly skyscraping. Seeing faces over any other door, 
besides the bedroom, would probably not even bother me, but 
wben I'm zjpping my shorts up and tucking in my shin, I admit 
I feel a bit uncomfortable seeing faces glancing back at me. 
They can't help it- rm noc blaming anyone- it just happens. 
In fact, if one of those persollS on the other side of the door 
were to wallc up to the door. they could look down at me. and I 
would be oompletely unprotected. This is not cool. When I enter 
a restroom, [ actually avoid standing too close to any one door. 
lest I should invade some unsuspecting person's privacy. 
Another somewhat less dramatic annoyance that tugs at my 
shin is the amazing use of wall color on campus. One can walk 
through any hallway and find eye-blinding spi rals and 
symphonic swirls of flashy tones splashed on the surfaces. 
"Whatr' you say. ''I've only noticed one color, that not-
quite-bright-white color. That same dull, unemotional shade that 
can be found on every wall of every building on campus! That 
color that displays no fashion sense, style, class, originality, 
spontaneity or pizazz." Relax, relax. I was just kidding. I know 
the shade, fonnally known as "Duron semi-gloss antiquated 
white," and it annoys me too. The color gets old, really old. It is 
supposed to make people calm, but I don't feel too calm. 
Look carefully around you and you'll see what I mean. 
Some tiny annoyances become really irritating when you see 
them day after day. But I'm not anal, really ... 
Stay reW; virtual reality is life's imitation 
I lose tr8Ck of time when I walk on the beach. Sunburn, 
wave-splashed shorts and sandy feet are usuaJiy the only 
results. Recently, though, I had more at stake. Turning 
around to return the unknown distance back to our beach 
towels and dry clothes, my friend and I noticed the beach had 
shrunk to about baJf its original size. 
I cbaQaed the pace of our careless stroll, zooming past the 
three men tluowin& sand into a heap, dodging tbe invisible 
lioc of IOinC fishing poles. My friend seemed unconcerned. 
"'f we had virtual reallty this wouldn't be happening," he 
said. My shorts would be dry too, f thought And. r wouldn't 
be feeling my face tiJblaling from sunburn or tbe sand stuck 
on my lep. The thought borrifled me. 
In fact. my friend informed me, we could go anywhere, himna that Nap Head would not be a toJ>-notch option for a 
virtual world VIIC8tioo. My fear grew, just tbint:ing about my 
future children sitting in front of some screen with helmets 
on tbeir heads saying, "No thanks mom, we don't want to go 
to tbe beach. We would rather sit on the couch and fly to the 
moon." 1bal Is if they are able to respond at all after their 
newo nets are hooked Into the vinual screm. 
As. a child myself, I remember beina outside all the time, 
even In the hotcest months of the summer. Hearing my 
mom's voice calling me inside wu always a disappointment 
I remember the smell of dirt, sweat and wet grass ; I 
remember scraldling my lep that were itchy from mosquito 
bites and arus. Mostly, I remember pretending. I was a 
teaCher, a robber, a mother, a circus director. In short, I ~as 
anything I wanled to be. just like vinual reality promises to 
make us. 
The difference was thai I was inveolina my own worlds 
within tbe real one. not using some computer screen. Today, 
I can recall those memories with pleasure. No matter how 
peat virtual reality turns out to be, l doubt people will 
consider their virtual experieuces u memories. 
I'm not toeally against virtual reality. I think it will be an 
advancement in many fields such as medicine. But as 
Guest Columnist 
- Stephanie Kriner 
entertainment, I think it is not as exciting as it sounds. Sure. a 
few couch potato types will immerse themselves in it and 
children may need to be guided by their parents not to become 
helmet heads. 
Once the newness is gone, though, vinual reality will be just 
as obsolete as At.ari. If it is as perfect as it sounds, who would 
want it? Human nature is to want what we can'thave. lf vinual 
reality gives us perfect vacatiOilS, perfect sex, what will playen 
have to win, to desire? Maybe, once a player gets tired of Mel 
Gibson, she can try Tom Cruise. Or if the moon isn't fascinating 
enough, a voy~ under the aea might do. 
But where are the risks, the surprises, the waves that splash 
high enough to wet my shons? Who needs a substitute for what 
we already have?l see no .. reason to be fake when the real thing 
is much betcer. The natural world keeps me encenained just fine. 
I am mesmerized by the waves when I sit on the beach. I 
could stare at nothing else for hours- the dancing light from 
the sun on the water, the power of a single wave, the sound of 
the wind, of water crashing on the shore, knowing the ocean 
waves arc infinite. I am calmed when I observe these things, and 
their effect always carries the same amount of power. Whenever 
I have been inside too mucb, working hard, 1 crave to be outside 
with the waves. 
Other times, I venture into the mountain~. There, I' m 
reminded or the childhood smells of din, grass and sweat, of 
bruised knees and scraped stUns. My ears become acutely aware 
of the sounds of nature, of running water, animals in the woods, 
of the wind. And I open my eyes to notice the ways the trees 
move. how rocks have formed, and I am again calmed. Tiley 
remind that there is more 10 Ufe than work and classes and 
rushing around in crowds. 
Technology, no matter bow amazing it Is, does not carry 
the same power over me. People will use it to escape their 
lives, their chores, their responsibilities. but they will be so 
infatuated by a video screen that they forget both the good 
and bad of life. Actually, I don'tthlnk they can be. But some 
people will spend hundreds of dollars to bring the fake beach 
or mountains to their home anyway. Perhaps, it's not a sunny 
day or maybe they won't live near the ocean. Their answer 
will be to put their helmet on and forget where they are, how 
the weather is. It's the wrong answer. 
When I need to escape the inside world. I go running. just 
to be alone and outside. If it's snowing or raining. I am even 
more overjoyed. 1be smell of the rain, the heat coming from 
the ground and feel of cold wet pellets on my face energize 
me as if the cycle of nature is giving my run new life. 
Sometimes I too feel like staying inside. away from cold 
or stormy weather. It's not just being outside, though. It's 
being in a real place interacting with real people and 
realizing that reality isn't always bad. 
When vinual reality does go on the market, people will 
buy it and they will try to escape from their Jives into another 
dimension, to entertain their children, to go places they've 
never been. 
At first. the excitement of something new will keep them 
satisfied, but eventually they will realize virtual reality isn't 
that great. It may be raining in Harrisonburg, but a trip to 
Nags Head will always win out over a vinual reality voyage 
to the moon. 
When my friend and I ftnally found our stuff, the water 
had not yet reached it. if it had, pemapsl would have agreed 
with him about virtual reality. At least until the next wave 
crept up and knocked me over into the ocean, opportunities 
available only with reality. 
Senior Stephanie KriMr is a mass communication mtJjor. 
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Front the Andes to the Sbenand<J 
JMU grads Haas and Cristi 
Kyler have gone from 
college to alpaca farming, 
hoping to someday make 
it a full-time occupation. 
by Nicki CampbeU 
staff writer 
Monarch lives in a latticed bam at the end of 
Bennington Drive, a long, steep gravel road in 
Staunton. 
There is always a cool breeze on the 29 gently 
rolling acres of Bennington Farm to rurne his white 
fur, even in the dead heat of summer. 
It's a pleasant enough cUmate for the alpaca and 
- since he's just three months old - Monarch 
doesn't realize that it's almost nothing like the 
weather his ancestors knew in the Andes mountains 
of South America. 
Alpacas are about one· half the size of llamas, also 
native to South America, with adults being about 
three feet tall at their "shoulders" and weighing 
from I 00 to 175 pounds. 
Monarch shares the Bennington Alpaca Fann with 
28 other alpacas of the huacaya breed ranging from 
babies, or "cria." like him to adults. 
Haas and Cristi Kyler, 1990 and 1986 graduates of 
JMU who met on New Year's Eve at Players Pub, 
own the fann. 
The Kylers got into the alpaca business four years 
ago, at the same c:ime as Cristi's parents, Cleve and 
Beverly Fredricksen. 
The Fredricksens weren' t malcing much profit 
with their Spotswood horse farm and wanted a 
unaque. money making animal that could use the 
same facilities. 
Soon after they graduated. the newly-married 
Kylers started their operation with one male and two 
females. Crisr.i bad experience raising animals from 
growing up on a horse farm, but Haas, the son of a 
JMU professor, grew up in Harrisonburg and bad 
never lived on a farm. 
There are only five alpaca breeders in Virginia, 
including the Kylers and Fredricksens. making them 
something of a rarity. 
Alpacas themselves are preuy rare in the United 
States, numbering only about 4500 in the nation, 
compared to about I 00,000 llamas and millions of 
sheep, cattle and horses. 
The animals have been in the United States for 
only about 10 years and are more popular on the 
West Coast. though they are steadily moving east 
Despite the uniqueness of their livestock. both the 
Kylers and their animals have adapted well to the 
job of raising alpacas in the United States. 
" I love fanning ... It's such a nice ljfestyle," Haas 
Kyler said. ''They're very soothing animals." 
When they' re not at their day jobs"- she as a 
controller for a Harrisonburg attorney' s office and 
he as a sales representative for the state lottery -
the 20-something couple can watch from the 
window of their d1ning room as the docile creawres 
romp around in the yard. 
That romping sometimes gets a little rough, as 
rambunctious males wiU "play fight" 
From a ctistance they look lilte two giant thumbs 
wrestling when one moves his long neck around, 
Alpacas .,. docile and friendly creatures who are gentle enough to play with children. They 
ra...-y • how any ho.tUity among• t themMives. 
Alpaca fermer and JMU gndu.te H ... Kyler feed• " llema chow," a..k:ally protein pel 
supplement their diet with wtwtever vegetation they can flnd on the ground. 
trying to put his linle head on top of the other one's, 
Haas said. 
Albeit somewhat comical looking, son of like a 
creawre from a Dr. Seuss story, alpacas are very 
gentle. and their intelligence shines through in their 
large. pensive eyes. 
'The versatile animals often participate in parades, 
store openings and other community events. 
Although the Kylers haven't bad their animals in 
any parades, they are going to enter three males in 
"Tbe Autumn Classic," an alpaca and llama 
ellhibition which is held in October in Lexington. 
Alpacas are also very good with children. Kyler 
said his niece and nephew love the squishy looking 
creatures and run around with them in the field . 
Where one of the alpacas goes, the rest will soon 
foUow. not unlike a herd of sheep . 
... They're very much pack animals," Cristi Kyler 
said. 
So much so that a breeder wiU only seU them in 
pairs. Otherwise, "they'd just get super depressed," 
husband Haas said. 
When one decides to do something, Like roll 
around on his back in a pile of gravel, beating up a 
dust cloud with his skinny little legs flailing, the rest 
of the group generally decides it looks like fun and joins him. 
In an effort to amuse themselves, alpacas 
sometimes get athletic. 
Some folks may have heard of sheep that suddenly 
jump several feet in the air. The Kylers' alpacas 
sometimes move in an equally enten.aining fashioo. 
"They do what I call the Pepe le Peu. They'll 
bounce on all four feet," Haas said. 
Alpacas are for fun , but they're also for profiL 
These cousins to the llama have been prized for 
their fleece since the ancient lncan royalty wore 
robes made of the silky fibers. 
Fabric of alpaca wool is softer and less itchy than 
ALPACA page 19 Alpeca are known for their varied co• 
WICOiftmon. 
----· 
~cusl 
toab Yalley 
PHOTOS BY NICKI CAMPBELI.Jstoffphototraphtr 
eln pellets, to aome of the members of his herd. The animals 
ed color pettems, ao spotted *" like t~ one above aren't 
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No scapegoat here 
Angora is the real deal 
First 
introduced 
to the 
United 
States in 
the 1800s, 
~Angora 
goats are 
finding a 
home in 
the_ Valley~ 
MIKE HEFFNER/pharo tdiror 
Nancy Slye spfns rnohatr fiber Into yam at her Angora goat farm near Broadway. 
by Larry Cooper 
focm editor 
Bright JighU, bia city, loC$ of yellow cabs. Cetltral Park, 
Rudolph JuUani •.. 
1bese ate the kinds of imagt:S - not to mention odo~ -
that come to the mind of most folks when they think of New 
York City 
Logically, the majority of the earth's population might not 
think of suburban New York as the land of inspiration for 
aspiriog goat farmers. 
For Nancy Slye, though. the road from Mount Kisco. N.Y .. 
to Broadway - that's Virginia, not Manhattan - was 
actually a fairly logical path. 
She raises Angora goats, a breed introduced to the United 
States from Turkey before the Civil War. Their hair is used to 
make mohair fiber. good for anything from shawls and 
sweaters to rugs. depending on the age of the animal. 
Slye, a self-described frus trated veterinarian and animal 
lover. also has pigs. sheep, ducks and a llama running around 
the 15-acre spread sbe calls Tralfamadore Fann OutSide of 
Broadway. 
"Because I Jove animals, people have a tendency to drop 
them off here.'' she says. 
• t \ • 
Despite those diversions, she devotes the majority of her 
time to the rabing and care of her herd of 50 Angora goaLS -
sometbifli sbe hasn't always had the time to do. 
The tum of events that led to Stye's migration to the Valley, 
where she became a full-Ume farmer and weaver. began some 
t 0 years ago when she decided to rerum to college. 
She planned on going for an anthropology degree but says 
she liked weaving better. Slye was given some Angora 
rabbits, the animals which have son coats that make for exotic 
Angora garments, by a friend who was going through a 
divorce and couldn't take care of the animals. 
The Angora theme which she had absorbed into her life 
continued in 1985. when she fenced in four acres behind her 
house in Mount Kisco and entered the world of goat raising. 
Slye has been in the Valley for the past year and a half 
caring for her menagerie and weaving the products of the 
Angora fiber that have become her bread and butter. 
She says she loves the cycle of raising the goats from btrth 
and overseeing their development completely, from the 
downy-nosed kids to the coarse hair of the 12-year-olds that 
makes excellent mohair rugs. 
" I Jove the whole process that goes behind the product. from 
the binh of the animal to a finished shawl," she says. 
As Slye shows off a colorful mohair shawl she has woven. 
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Alpaca ________ _ 
conllniied from ,.,. 17 
sheep' s wool, ICCOI'dio& to the Alplca Owners 
and Breeders Aaociadon. 
Tbe fiber is sold mainly to privue 
haodspinnen now, but in die future producers 
hope it will be sold to manufacturers. 
Alpacas, as well as llamas, arc relatives of 
the camel. But they don' t spit at people, an 
anti-social habit for whiclJ camels are known, 
unless their "personal space" is invaded. 
In those cases, they have been known to push 
back. their ears and gurgle up a big wad of 
phletpn. 
foftunateJy, conflicts seldom arise, leaving 
the alpaca with few occupations other than 
feeding and mating. 
Babies are usUAlly born in the morning, a 
holdover from the alpaca's days in the South 
American mountains, where days are extremely 
hot and nigW have sub-zero tempei'JI(Ures. 
Newborns weiah I 5 to 19 pounds and come 
with lots of fleece already, the Kylers said. It is 
nearJy impossible, even for a genetics expen, 
to predict what color a baby will be. They 
come in 22 basic colors, with many shades in 
between. 
Baby alpacas are blood typed to determine 
their parentaae and registered with the 
International Alpaca Registry. This helps 
protect against cross breeding with Uamas. 
There is nothing reaJiy difficult about raising 
the animals, the Kylers said. 
'They're about as hard to take care of as a 
dog. They cost about as much as a dog to 
feed," Haas said. 
All alpacas really need is food, water, a 
shelter to keep them out of extreme heat and 
cold, and a little room to run about - an acre 
for every 10 alpacas. 
They eat "llama chow," or protein pelletS, 
and they mow the grass very well, leaving it 
shon but not uprooted, the Kylers said. 
8ccaute they are clean animaJs by nature, the 
alj')ICIS never go to the bathroom in the bam. 
When they do go, it's in communal dung piles 
that can be easily scooped up to keep down the 
rues. Alpacas don't have the offensive odor 
thal is associated with some Uvestock. 
Their grooming is also convenient as there is 
no need to brush alpacas until right before they 
are sheared. Too much brushing destroys the 
naturally soft fiber. 
Shearing is done once a year, in the spring. 
and takes the Kylers about 45 minutes for each 
animal, using big scissors. 
An alpaca will yield about fi ve pounds of 
fleece in a shearing. 
The Kylers were lucky enough to ftnd a 
young veterinarian who was willing to learn 
about alpaca care. but they do a lot of the work 
themselves. 
They trim the animals' hooves and sometimes 
give them shots if needed. 
''Everything is reaUy easy," Cristi Kyler said. 
One day the K.ylers hope to live entirely off 
the income from their farm. There are alpaca 
breeders doing just that on the West Coast, 
they said. 
In the spring. their herd of 29 will increase by 
1 0, but about half of the babies will be sold to 
people who want to start their own farm, or 
increase their curre.nt beret 
Although they don't want to give specific 
prices, the Kylers said a gelding quality male 
alpaca costs between $1500 and $2000. A stud 
or a female breeder is considerably more, from 
about $15,000 to $40,000, said an AOBA 
representative. 
But the Ky1ers wiU readily say it's worth the 
money. 
"It's a huggable investment," Cristi said. " I 
wouldn' t want any other animal after taking 
care of these." 
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Scapegoat-------
continued from page 17 
the appeal of the material becomes apparent. I! 
has a natural color and texture that almos t 
resembles burlap - without the hars h 
coarseness - when made Into fiber. 
Slye says that mohair takes chemical dyes 
exceptionally weU and has a high sheen. adding 
that the fiber is much more comfortable than 
wool. 
Simply running one's fingers along one of 
her shawls brings this point home: The material 
feels as smooth as the fur on a long-haired cat. 
Angora goats give birth in February or 
March, and Slye has an Incubated bam to he lp 
ensure a healthy environment for the new kids. 
The goats are considered kids until their first 
birthday, and the animals with the softer hair 
are considered the best source for more delicate 
clothing. 
Slye hires shearers to shear the goats twice a 
year, in February and August. At shearing time, 
three to six inches of hair comes off the goats. 
As Angora goats age. their coats become 
steadily stiffer so the uses of their hair go from 
making clotrung to making tough rugs. 
However, Angora goatS aren't just valuable 
for their yield of fiber. 
Goats are pleasing to raise and work wllh, 
Slye says, citing their easygoing disposition 
and personality. 
'"They' re very intelligent, very affectionate. 
They are great at clearing land," she says, 
adding that the goats munch away at poison 
ivy, thistle blossoms and kudzu. 
These snacks supplement the goats' twice-
daily meals of grain and com. 
Another advantage goats have over sheep is 
their lower impact on the environment. Goats 
" top-graze," or skim the upper growths of 
grass, as opposed to the sheep's way of eating 
right down to the dirt. 
In other words, they love to dine on ground 
cover that humans would never touch. But, not 
unlike humans, Angora goats need a wann and 
sheltered place to sleep. 
Stye's animals have to be herded Into the 
bam each nighl The only fann band, a border 
collie, sometimes has difficulty leaving his 
occupation behind him in the fields at the end 
of the day, the mark of a sort of canine 
workaholic. 
Border collies "have the instinct to herd. 
Sometimes he' ll bring the ducks in before the 
goats," Slye says. 
Angora goats live 14-15 years, Slye says. 
Older goats, whose hair isn't so desirable, can 
be sold for their pelts or for meat. 
The goats may have a ple.asant disposition 
oven~IJ, but like any animal, the species isn' t 
devoid of some cruelties. 
Slye says that goats have an intricate and 
strict pecking order, so they have to be 
monitored c losely in the winter lest the 
smallest or weakest goat be denied grain and 
starve to death. 
Another manifestation of the goatS' 
instinctive purging of the deviant from the herd 
is revealed at shearings. 
The goats can no longer recognize each other 
after their hair has been cut off. so Slye says 
they "beat each other up." 
The cost of an Angora goat depends upon the 
quality of its bloodline. A good buck will run 
$600, a registered kid $200 and a doe between 
s 175-400. 
Bucks draw the big money because they 
carry the genes. obviously a necessary 
component to good breeding. 
"A good buck is the herd. It's the male that 
counts. You want to put your money into the 
bucks," Slye says. 
This ar1icle previously appeared in the 
Harrisonburg Daily News-Record. 
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Director'S films explode on screen 
by JISOD Comer 
stoJ[ writer 
Forty years ago in A.merica. somecbing str10ge. amazing and 
c:onfusina hlppened. A brightly c:okRd and quickly spreading 
explosion ooc:wred in San PranciiCO IDd J*U elsewhere called 
'"beat," and this country's way of Wkina, writing and looking 
at the world wu tom up by the roou and planted in a weird and 
wonderful new aardeo. 
1{1\11\\ 
The great propbets of the beat aeneration- Jack Kerouac. 
Allen Ginsberg and William Burroughs - were authors and 
poeu who made their marks with frantically organic, jazz-and-
drugs influenced writing. 
The spontaneous ethic of beat would seem to rule out the 
ge~ of film, a medium dependent on both technology and 
pllnning. 
Yet one importan1 wort was made in this field- "Pull My 
Daisy," a short film writteo by Jack Kerouac and directed by 
pholoarapber Robert Frank, released in 1959. 
Prank, a Swiss-born photographer who moved to America in 
1947, had already been awanled the Guggenheim FeUowstlip 
twice in two years and published his well-known book of 
photos,~ Americans when he made "PuU My Daisy". 
As the resuJt of Franlt's collaboration with Kerouac • who 
wrote the inD"Oductioo to ~Americans, "Pull My Daisy" is 
an interesting and difficult work. 
key elements here as revealed through Kerouac's storytelling 
and Frank's images. 
Frank tells a visual nllJTll1ive that runs indepeodently, as well 
as parallel, to the eventS in the film. As a photographer, be 
composes well-constructed images that draw the eye to objects 
that seem unrelated to the action at hand. The effect is both 
unsettling and humorous. 
ln one trademarlt scene Milo hangs his bat on a closet door, 
and the camera's eye lingers on the bat instead of following 
Milo. 
This is an odd move because it draws attention to the 
unimportant. immobile haL As soon as the eye gets accustomed 
to the static shot though- BOOM I Somebody opens the closet 
door, and the hat moves with it - the last thing the viewer was 
e~tpectlng to see in motion. 
In this and numerous other scenes Frank shows thai he is 
not afraid to pursue a namtive of visual obscurity. One scene 
moves back and forth between Ginsberg sitting calmly in a 
chair and his reflection in the mirror dancing around wildly. 
Other scenes he floods with dartness, often next to a source of 
brilliant light. 
Frank's eye fails him when he actually tries to foiJow the 
film's action - faiJs him by being obtrusive, as he shoots 
unnecessary close-ups of faces at odd angles with distracting 
lighting. 
Fortunately, these are rare, because Frank: understands that, 
in "Pull My Daisy," what happens in the plot is like the hat on 
the closet door - not as important as you ttlink and suddenly 
replaced by the closet door opening. 
PllF3S PIIOTO POR PULL MY DAISY 
A movie clrectM by photogntpher Robert FI'W1k w• 
filmed dwtng the ......... ge~lefllllor .. 
It tells the story of beat writers Ginsberg, Peter Orlovsky 
and Gregory Corso - aU played by themselves - hanging 
around their friend Milo's apartment and chatting with a 
visiting bishop played by Richard Bellamy. The story is told in 
a voice-over by Kerouac. 
The narrative in this 28-mlnute film is almost totally 
incobcrent and largely i.JTelevanL Style and perspective are the 
His eye is at it's best when it paints these odd. nostalgic and 
beautiful pictures of America at the tail end of the Eisenhower 
era - a world of big apartment windows. clean sunlight and 
cigarettes, of Kerouac's "gum-chewing geniuses" and 
"hydrogen bombs of hope." 
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Mini 'Woodstock' returns with music, fun 
JMU student organizes festival of bands, food and activities 
by M~ty Watrous 
conJribwing wriler 
Woodstock comes about onJy once every 
quarter century, and Loll~oou is over for at 
least another year. Botb were expensive, and 
for some people, inaccessible. So what's a 
music-Iovin& college student to do? 
Luckily, the Festivll of lhe Equinox is just 
around the comet. 
This five-hour music cunivll will feature 
some of the latest and most popular college 
banda on Saturday in Clifford. It is an 
oppon:unity made possible by JMU senior 
music industry major:" Cecil Conley, the 
fOWider of the evenL 
"This is my 
music major in 
process," he said. 
"lt'a a lot of work, 
but it's a lot of fun 
too." 
Conley first 
oygani&ed lhe 
FHtival of the 
Equinox in July, 
1993, when he 
wanted a birthday 
party but couldn't "'~Ro 
alford to have one 
on biJ own. An 
au-ct ... ota.dy 
200 people 
promp&ecl him to 
hold .... CICIDI*U 
··-lila& year ad ... _. 
rest of his band Fried Moose, will be one of 
seven acts performing at this year's festival. 
Other acts include Yams From Outer Space 
from Blacksburg, The Circle Six from 
Morgantown, W.Va., Bill Hudson of 
HarrisonburJ, Boud Deun from Wmenton, and 
Eric Davis and Titanic BOOty Unit, both from 
Radford. The bands, encouraged to play 
original music, will feature a variety of sounds, 
including jan fusion. folk rock, punk. world 
beat and mid-Atlantic. 
Senior Rob Bullington, a guiwist of Pried 
Moose for three years, has played at several of 
Conley's festivals. "The key word is ~taxed.'' 
be said. "It's definitely a lot more fun than 
going to a concert and 
payin& out a lot of 
money." 
Conley recalled 
the fun people have had 
at past concerts. At the 
festiva] last July, the 
rainy weather sparked 
some creativity. 
.. Somebody bad this 
humoncous tarp," 
Conley sa.id. "'The next 
thin& I tnew, people 
were usin& it u a Slip-
IOd..Slide. .. 
While &he muaic and 
atmosphere is a major 
part of tlae feativaJ, 
Conley said it's the 
people dw really make 
tbe 8¥al& apec:iaL 
Tbil ........ lbia 
summer when, due to Conley, aloq 
witb lb8 -- ..... tec:leic:aJitjes, ~-QYITAI.WI'ZAUY ~ ~.,.fqrced1DJN11 
a $1,000 non-refundable fee to Clifford 
officials the day before the evcnL Afier the 
festival was over, the musicians, who lcnew 
about the fee. refused to accept Conley's 
payment for their pai'ormlnCCS. 
Several individuals also donated the 
m8leri.als needed for the new 480 squ.re foot 
stage. which Bill Hudson, performing at thiJ 
year's fettival, built tor free. And when 
Clifford officials required Conley to have a 
traffac director 11 lhe park's en~:nnce, he had 
more than enouab volunteers to cover the 
eruire festiv a1. 
.. The people were just •. • beautiful," 
Coaley uid. "'1'bere '1 10methin& about the 
......., ... jalt iDcndible." 
Ott. aanctiaDI 8l tbll yetr'l Peatival of 
the Bquino)lo include the Space Bounce, 
ERICA BLEEC/svtior 
pMIDfroplwr 
A VCU student 
plays music to a 
circle of people 
prior to the stage 
entertainment at 
the Festival of the 
Equinox last 
September at 
Clifford Park. The 
next musical 
festival, featuring a 
wide variety of 
musical 
entertainment, will 
tM held this 
Saturday et 5 p.m. 
mountain biking, movie clips, drum jams and 
lie-dyeing. Paaons of all qes are encou.nged 10 
auend. 
"I have people from 16 months to 72 years 
old," said Conley of the festivals' auendants. He 
plans to continue orpniz.ing the music festivals 
u lon& as he has an audience. 
Unlike previous overnight musical events, 
thit year's featival will officially be held only 
from S p.m.-10 p.m. IOd tents ate not permitted. 
However, e.nopiea and taps ate welcome, and 
festival attendant~ are invited to stay to 
plr1icipl1e in the all-ni&N Onlm Cilcle and othet 
Clifford Part activities after the muaic. The 
evenl will tlb pl8ce niD c. abiDe. llld 8lbissim 
is $10. 
For llttlrC ilt/onttlllitJA ,t:JDtfl4cl CeU C(lll/q 
t11 (103)4J:Z-9$j1or (MN) 946-1$89. 
•• 
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Holocaust survivOr shares past 
Speaker tells story of fear, struggle during, after Hitler's reign 
by Brent Bowles 
contributing writer 
r m not a teacher. 
11' m not a preacher. 
I'm not a politician. 
Alexander Rosner, dressed in a 
blue suit with a red and yellow 
striped tie, paced back and forth on 
the stage in Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
But as heads followed this man, 
watching like observers at a somber 
tennis match, it was clear that no 
preacher, teacher or politician could 
so enrapture and stun an audience 
quite the way Rosner did Monday 
nighL 
Rosner spoke of his experience 
during the Holocaust in conjunctio.n 
with the showing of "Schindler's 
List" last weekend. In the film's 
epilogue. he joined other "Schindler 
Jews" in paying homage to the grave 
of Schindler, their savior. 
The speech and showing of the 
movie were sponsored by the 
University Program Board. 
Born Olea Rosner in Warsaw, 
Poland. in 1935, he wu only five 
years old when World WarD broke 
oUL His family went &om the Jewish 
ghettos of Krakow, Poland. through 
various concentration camps, 
including Auschwitz. Romer's 
father, having gained favor for his 
musical talent with Nazi 
commandant Amon Ooeth, kept the 
family together w:ttil a severe beating 
sent Rosner's mother to a Vienna 
hospilll . 
The family was reunited 11 
numbers on Osw Schindler'slisL 
Schindler, a German war 
profiteer, spent his entire fortune 
sending those 1,100 Jews on his list 
to his factory in Brinnlitz, 
Czechoslovakia and away from 
certain death. 
Rosner and his father were briefly 
sent to Auschwitz u workers, and 
both received wtoos. he said. 
"It metnt you weren't goina to be 
burned right away. To my 
knowledge, I am the only child who 
ever left Auschwitz. alive," Rosner 
said. 
Despite all these experiences, 
Rosner never suffered emotional 
problems during the war, primarily, 
he said because of the strenath he 
received from his father, Henry. 
Rosner told of his father' • 
dealings with Goeth, who wanted 
Henry to play violin for him. 
"My father had a position with 
Goelh; 'I'll play for you, but you 
have to keep my son and wife alive. 
The day they go, I don't play. Wha1 
you do to me, I don't care."' 
Rosner recalled the day American 
soldiers rescued the survivors in 
Brinnlitt. 
"It was u if we were born again. 
They embraced us, save us 
everytJU.n& they had." he said. 
Rosner remembered a U.S . 
sergeant who had a fitted uniform 
made for the 10-year-old Rosner to 
show him whose side he wu on. 
"He gave me a silver-handled 
revolver with a bent firing pin 10 I 
couldn't shoot anybody. And in a 
Holocaust aurvlvor Alexander Rosner shared hl1 experience• of 
World W1r II during hla lecture at Wllaon Hall Auditorium on 
Monday nlghL 
moment of passion," Romer recalled 
with a jubilant smile, .. I took my 
bicycle and my gun and my uniform 
and went up to the c:ounll'ylide, md I 
held up a German farmer for a ba& of 
c:herries." 
But Romer's memories after the 
war and of movinJ to America •e far 
leu humorous than the cherries. 
.. When I h8d absorbed what bad 
taken place, I quite nannlly decided 
the way to deal with life wu to put 
behind me that whole time and never 
to look back. I decided that being 
Jewish wun't 10 wonderful. People 
would talk about it, and I would 
leave the room. 
"But the problem was there wu a 
Jot of anger," Rosner said. "There 
was reserument and Jwred. goin& to 
the Germans first; the Japanese 
second, for Pearl Harbor; the Poles 
third, for havin& expunged me from 
their land; md after that. the whole 
world for standina by when it 
happened. The only exemplion. from 
my list wu the United StaleS. I got 
away with it for the fUll 20 yean. 
"God had no place in my life," 
Rosner said. "I denied every aspect 
of His existence, in any shape or 
form. If there was a God, he bad a 
hell of a way of showing it. Yet I 
functioned. But in recrospea. it was a 
horrible, bad Cltisrence." 
"Is this all there is?" was the 
question that began altering Rosner's 
thinkin& about his past. And when at 
a friend's house watching an 
aquarium, he changed his view. 
He said. '1t came to me like a bdlt 
that there had to be a God .•. there's 
no way these fiJh could have been 
crealed II'IY Olhcr way." 
And since, Rosner's way of 
considering his past experiences 
became a new exploration for him. 
h all beaan with a letter from 
Steven Spielbera ukina him to 
appear in the mm, and subsequent 
requests for public spealc.ina slated 
Rosner on a tour down his pasL 
Now, when confronted with the 
scattered beJiefs that the Holocaust 
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Old movie brings lightning to the screen 
I remember the f~rst time I wa1ehed "Grease." I was having a slumber patty for my lOlh birthday and had invited eight of my friends over. My dad rented "Grease" for us 10 
watch. and all of us were very excited. We sat in our sleeping 
bags, sharing popcorn and singing along as we stared at the 
television. · 
Later that nighl. my friends and I became the characters we 
loved . They seemed so sophisticated and "cool" because of 
their boyfriends and pink cars. For months we caJJed ourselves 
the Pink Ladies. while we searched for boys who would 
willingly play the part of the T -birds. 
Eventually, I did become a pink lady in the play, "Grease" 
that my middle school performed. ll was just as I thought it 
would be - tons of fun. The music, the dancing and just being 
a pan of the 50s was more fun than I could have ever imagined 
when I was younger. 
L. . 
Style 
Commentary 
· Rach@l Wnntl:all 
What wa.s so appealing to all' of us at that slumber party was 
the fact that we thought "Grease" wu what real-life high 
school wu goina to be. As kids in elementary school, we 
wanted to believe that couples were 1\Jpposed to go ro dance-
offs. girls could fUld their guardian angels and the last day of 
school was full of carnivals. 
As we quickly found out, we were very wrong about the 
reality of high school. When we got 10 hi&h school we found 
out no one really dances, and that ~hera were no.qeb.&o.pnll o1 J.SJ If" LJJ,,.,, ' 
your wishes. . ~ h~ ., ~')(ie-)t$ .. 1/i t n ,~ ... ftot4 
For the few who have never seen "Grease," the University 
Pro&ram Board is showing the movie free of charge Friday at 
the Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 1 p.m. 
In a quick synopsis, the story goes something like this: 
Sandra Dee (Olivia Newton-John) and Danny Zuccho (John 
Travolta) have a romantic summer fling. The couple daleS their 
senior year of hi&h school. the whole time having trouble 
staying toaether. 
It would seem that "Grease" is no differcni from II'IY other 
love story, but that usumption is wrong. Although the entire 
movie focuses on a love affair, the couple isn't to&elher until 
the very end. It seems u if Sandy and Danny will never be 
together. They split up and get back iOgether so many times, 
you wish you were there to help them. Whether you are a 
junior hiJher or a reminiscin& college student, the movie has 
the same effect. 
Besides playina on our memories of high school ~. 
the movie pulls in the viewer with its upbeat music. It fean.ues 
soncs like "Hand Jive," "Grease Lightning" and .. We Go 
Toaether" that still make me wmt to jump up lnd dmce. lt is 
music full or good emotion that just brings back the feelifw of 
junior hi&h dances. Unlike in high school, those were the 
dances where no one c:tred bow they look.ed., u long as they 
were havina a aood time. 
Dancin& actually makes "Grease" what it is - a movie 
cboct full of ent.ertai.nmenL 
Dwin& ono scene. the hi&h school is featured on .. American 
Bandstand" and the characters all .. put on those dancing 
shoes." The couples spin. and I'JYS flip the ladies over their 
he.pa slide them under lhoir lep, pick them up lnd c:ootinue to 
band-jive. No one is ev• liuins still. There •e dozens of teens 
doina fl.ipl. tums and two-tlepl, bringing the diDce style of the 
SOIIIO life. 
The moYies of today need to t.alce a look at the constant 
orteF&Y of "'Grease." lt aeems • if the days of the musical on 
the ICTeeJ\ are dead. 
Films __ ___.___ 
continued #tom page 21 
Frank. bowever', is no bl on the cloeet door 
ot AmericiD lit. He is tbe ooly pbotop'lpb« to 
have a penuaent an::bive in the Nadonal 
GalJety. wbicla wiD be I'1IDiliD& Ill exhibit of bis 
wen from Oceober 2a111 to December 31. 
"Pboto.,-.,..y, shace it'1 beaimliDa. hu 
fought an aplliU t..ttle - and film juat u 
mocb," said s-t Downs. diredor of Sawbill 
Gallery. "Por an American pbotop'apber to 
have lbe only pel- (pbofotaapby] ~ve 
in tbe National Gallery - this ja a major 
evcat." 
SawbiU GaDely lbowed ""hlJ My Daisy" 
Moodayaiabt IDd 1'-llly aftlemooo. IDd wiD 
be ahowiDa •Home lmprovemeata,• Prank's 
1985 autoblopapbk:al ~ Oil Sept 19 ud 
20. "In die OOIIIal of....,.....,, aod of ad 
at well, I wouldn't want to limit bim to 
pbotoarapby. Robert PnDk bu bad a Joaa 
career that references pholoJraphy'a 
tqiooinp," taid DowDa. 
"We bave oftea done film and video 
preaeotlliOill .. tpedal eveall.. now.. uid. 
"10 die form (ftlm IDd Yldeo] II~ At 
tbe aame time. the aallery It UDder 
conatruclion, ao tbi1 Ia riabt in terms of 
limina ... 
Downl detcribes "Home lqaoveautDI" • 
a sort of bookend to •Pau My Daiay," 
repreaentiDI a proansaloD fro• Prut'a 
auociation with lite beau to a •ore 
introspective s tyle of fllamatJaa: '"The 
defiaiDa dlffereace, ooc:e yoa aet to 'HOlDe 
lmpro¥emall.. is Cbat be' •lootioa at Ilia life in 
a dly-40-dly way, llldal 'W1Io am 17' lt't an 
~ lt'a _.,.... Ia iiOIIdOD. .. 
Both " Poll my Dalt,.. ucl "Home 
J.mpvvemalt" ~re me -.. away from Praat's 
career as 1 photoarapber to wortiaa 
eaduliftly II I video and ft.lm direca. DowDa 
Qplaint tblt FriDk bad racbed •1Umi.Da .,.. 
in America pbotoJrapby, "ud oac:e be bu 
.. ...._ a. • Ilk camera down ad 1t1rt1 
..................... 
it failed in the middle when it became 108&)' ...S feD apart. It 
wu beuer than the not-so--"'hot" wnale, though, with its 
co~ breading eoncealing a tasce I'd rather not experience 
8JA11\. 
Across the table. my companion's Mole AguiS(:aJicntes 
didn't lOok much better. And, they didn't ta$te beuet either. 
We decided lQ sJ\are eac.h other's food so as 1o get a taste of 
everything. 
The dish of chicken wings 1 got from her plare was 
covered i,n a bland gravy lhat was bare)y.discemible from the 
refried beans at !he other end of !he plate. 
REVIE"V 
Both dishes came with a mound of shredded leuuce 
topped with a alice of tomato, which my companion 
wittingly rerntrked resembled the cold side of a McDLT. We 
didn't realiu lhey were supposed to be tossed salads until 
we IOQked 11 1M meau -,ain. 
There were a lew tedoemin& features of the meal, my 
cheese enchilada beJn& one of !hem. Its crispy outside and 
chewy inside made me fervently wish 1 had ordered the 
Super Enchilada. meal insccad. 
Dessert was good too. We munched on a bunuelos, a 
sweet, crispy tortilla drizzled with honey .nd sugar. 
Although. by lben we doubca:l ~ inlqrity or our teaetion: 
Were tho bwweao. rally exceptional or did &hey just seem 
so in light of die n11t of tbe meal? 
Rodricuez ial't a IMd rdtaUtll\t. But.. pennn~ly, l'd 
utheT spend 1 Utdo .,.,... ~ a beuet meaL Bte. if you are 
only~ WUb ~a Many:~ jt ~)'be yoUr placo.. . . , " . ·., ~~ .. 
~ ~~~you 
Holocaust ________ _ 
continued from Plflle 22 ftlm about Schindler and its director, Steven 
Spielbef&. 
never h4ppened. Rosner is quick lQ use himselF "(Spielber&] struck me as a very serious 
u liviD& proof. YOWl& man. He obviously knew what he was 
"I believe at the root of denial is anti- doin& and a real artist 11 his crafL" 
Semitilm. Rosner worked with Spielberg briefly 
'"I think that people who say it never dwin& the filming of the epiloaue. 
happened are buically on the level of people '"Such a master filmmaker on that level, no 
wbo Ill'/ dwl the anh ia flat . •• I don' t really matter what be IUmS his ancntion to, he could 
aee them as a probably make a 
daa&er because ------------------grea.t movie ... He 
tbey'nuaupid." U understood the 
The question I think that people who effect the mm has 
''Could it happen on peoples' minds. 
aa.mr ctrawa .. say it never hannened are It's the 
even firmer r r communication. He 
response from basically on the level a' understands what he 
Roaner. '"Yes, 'J has to do to the ftlm 
cenainly it can peo,nle who say that the to be received a 
happen &&aiD. h y " certain way out in 
could never h • Jl J d . , JJ the audience." 
happen here eart lS at . . . On t rea y Hollywood may 
becawe.. lt.hi.Dk. tum Schindler's acts 
dlereiauemeol see them as a danger into food for 
freedom deeply , • , , dramatic thoucht, iaar~ed in beCaUSe they re Stunzd. but for Roaner the America~. I've 'Y real truth about 
-it iD accioa_ Schindler is found 
•sun, maybe in the human spiriL 
civiUaation baa .. Ttte answer is 
alid dowalaill. bul Alex Rosner that no one knows 
reaanllul. it ia Holocaustsurvivor for sure," Rosner 
doablful that the aid. "Somethin& 
world waald ~tad llill Cor it. There are lou of rises up in us in response 10 attoeities, and in 
ualiblia. but it'a neve.rtheleu pouible... bia CMe il 101e up. a God acted cbrou&h him. 
aa-.a There'• no question in my mind that be 
Still, Romer remains optimistic about couldlll'tbPe done this by himlelf. unaided •. . 
1maaaa nabln. ""lt't a Iauman story, mm to If you were God a you were &oa& 10 pick 
-.•llid ..,._,..,..... ollbe pod deeds JOmebody to play with the devil, he'a the 
of OU.. Sdaiadh. ROll* llid the IIGry of )*feet ....ctid•• 
IIIia .. ......, •• played percepdvely ia lbe •(t'a important becaue it abowa what a 
_,.. '"SdaiDdl•'l U.L" Hil feeliDp come dUf.-:e ooe man can m*e." Romer said.. •If 
fJaaa Ill&.._. apRDce. boda ill the film_. he c. do lhll. then it me11111 you nil em do ill-. itiDO. Wballbe IDOmllll& comea. ... -- it' a 
Ja • .._.. .... before the apeecb. 1to11111r the """"M''' 10 t&ancl up OD the lide of ri&)al. bid--. ........ .-.,.,..._ far the ...._ JOU..S I have adalnce." 
'~~Price. tt 
. lOt q(.; 
Today's movie theatres don't have the 
excitement or flare that makes "Grease" a 
fcu.astic movie 1o watch. One reason why the 
movie has so much life is that it took place in 
theSOs. 
Tile time period wu loaded wilh revved-up 
Thunderbirds, poodle skins, leather jackets 
and sock hop5. Modern thrillers aren't even as 
exciting. They cry to eotW::entrate on dramatics 
instead or just making it enjoyable to wntch. 
Just because the movie is reminiscent of a 
special time in ltisrory doesn't mean the movie 
is historical. If reality is what you look for in a 
good movie, you will not find it in "Grease." 
In this movie, everyone is always having 
fun. the bad guys always lose, and they all live 
happily ever after. 
Now every junior higher loves a happy 
ending, but this ending almost goes to the 
extreme. Sandy and Danny fly orr into the 
sunset in their eonvertible dream car while the 
rest of their friends wave goodbye to the 
lovebirds. 
Recently I watched .. Grease" again. 
Besides the OVel'aJl feeling Of "'yeah righl. that 
would never happen." the movie is still a great 
flick to see with a bunc:b of friends Cld a bowl 
of popc:om.. It is fun and brin&s back some of 
those high school memories of dances and 
boyfriends. 
BuicaUy '"Greue" is not known for its 
drama or suspense but is definitely worth 
apendin& the time 10 ~ee. SG, if you .-e in the 
mood 10 prnjnace, crab your pals md make a 
crip 10 Grafton-S10¥aD on Friday ni&hL 
U not for aaythiQa else. see it 10 remember 
thoee days when you wished Dam.y Zucdlo or 
Slid-a Dee would lin& 10 you. 
I Roclwl is a frultmtut mass cOII'IIJIIUiicDiiotu 
mqjor wlto wi.slsu sJw woiAld M swept cf! ltu 
Jut , a III'J wW. slicked bDckltair, driving a 
Tle,II/Urbvd afld wearirtB a blacl leatlt1r 
jat:Ut. 
-· 
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.. SPORTS 
Mathewson leads 
JMU over Howard 
by Mike Wissot 
staff w~_i_re_r ____ _ 
It was not a pretty game to watch, nor was it 
an intense performance by the ninth-ranked 
JMU men's soccer team. Nevertheless, a win is 
a win. 
After a sluggish first half, the Dukes had 
just enough to get by Howard with a 4- 1 home 
victory yesterday. 
"It was an ugly game," head coach Tom 
Martin said. "Howard is a good team, but we 
made too many mistakes today." 
The victory lifted JMU to a 5-0 record, 
while Howard fell to 1-3. 
JMU carne out strong in the opening 1\aJf, 
scoring within the first three minutes. Junior 
defender Dan Ensley received a pass from 
senior forwatd Brenr Benneu before centering 
the ball for senior forward Marte Mathewson, 
who headed it in. 
'1 was right in front of the goal when Brent 
had the ball." Mathewson said. 'When the ball 
crossed back over. I didn't have to move much 
to get it in." 
For the next 40 minutes until halftime, JMU 
missed a number of golden opportunities to 
break the game wide open - fast breaks, open 
netS and good positioning around the goal. 
"We didn't play the kind of game that we 
wanted to," Martin said. "Our ball control was 
not good, and we missed a lot of key 
opportunities." 
After beating his defender five minutes into 
the second half, BeMetL had the ball two yards 
away from the right post and passed behind his 
back to Mathewson for another JMU goal. 
defense, said, "Different guys step up at 
different times Today. I couldn't get anything 
done, but Mark got the job done." 
SbortJy after Mathewson's second goal. the 
Dukes attacked the Bison defense again. as 
junior defender Kyle Swords found senior 
forward Chad Wilkinson open 15 yards from 
the net. Wilkinson burned his defender before 
shooting past diving sophomore goalkeeper 
Jevaughn Sterling. 
With a commanding 3-0 lead. JMU seemed 
to be headed for its fourth shutout of the 
season. But the Bison offense caught the 
nationally ranked Dukes sleeping, as freshman 
midfielder Andrew Virtue connected on a pass 
from freshman mid fielder Raymond Goodlett 
"Coach always tells us that it's a critical 
point in a soccer game on how you react after a 
goal is scored," BeMett saui. ·we had a mental 
lapse for a moment there." 
With under 10 minutes remaining in the 
game, senior midfielder David Villareal came 
orr the bench to make a quick cross-field pass 
to junior midfielder Patrick McSorley. who 
drilled a shot from 22 yards out. 
Sophomore goalkeeper Bany Purcell played 
his second straight game. giving a strong 9().. 
minute performance. 
Bennett was recently named on the Socctr 
A.merica Men.'s Team of the Week for scoring 
in each of the Dukes' opening four games. The 
senior forward also ranks second in the nation 
for scoring with 17 points, including seven 
goals. 
JMU remains at home Saturday, taking on 
its first Colonial Athletic Association opponent 
in UNC-Wilmington at2 p.m. 
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1'hat couldn't have been a more perfect 
pass," Mathewson said. "We wort on making 
big plays like that." 
Bennett, who was shut down by the Bison 
"The first conference game is always a 
tough one," Martin said. "We' ve had a lot of 
success against Wilmington in the past, but 
they'U be shooting for us." 
JOliN BLACKWELUCOIItriblltinl plwto_graphtr 
Junior Kyle Sword• fenda off a Howard player In the Dukes' 4-1 win yesterday. 
Women's golf benefits 
from smaller squad 
The 1994JMU women's golf team may be smaller, but they 
have lofty goals. The team hopes to lowtf' their individual score 
average by five strokes, improve the team's district ranking and 
send two competitors to the NCAA tournament 
Last year, junior Nilc.i Crist qualified for the tournament The 
golfers vie for four individual places-out of 190 women in the 
district. JMU head coach Susan LaMotte said with the "caliber 
of the team," they may be able to have two JMU golfers in the 
tournament. '7he girls have to be disciplined. It's a tough road 
to travel," she 58id. 
One reason the outlook is so positive this year is that the 
team is composed of only seven members. In past years. the 
team has been made up of 10 to 12 golfers. LaMotte said she 
feels the smaller team is "much easier" to work with. The 
individuals get more attention, and wllb a smaller squad 
everyone getS the opportunity to attend tournaments. 
Another helpful addition has been assistant coach Jimmy 
Howard. With these new changes, LaMoue said she hoped the 
team would have performed better at its first tournament in 
Minnesota on Sept. 3 and 4. The team came in seventh place 
out of 12 teams. 
"We could've done better, and we know it. We felt we could 
get fourth. lt was par 74, a long course. and we bad some roup 
weather," LaMotte said. 
The team seemed to shift gears for the next tournarnent and 
brought home first place in the Longwood Invitational. held 
Sept. 10 and II. 
Senior Christy Power and senior Heidi McWilliams round 
out the "stronger four" golfers. according to LaMotte. Junior 
Heather Betts. sophomore Kristin DoUenberg and freshman 
Katheryn Yard are all competing for the fifth roumall}Cnt spot 
LaMotte said the women do not play to get rcco&nizcd, but 
because they enjoy it. 
"It's almost a job, and we need to keep it fun," LaMotte 
said. "If it's not fun, we're doing sorveJhing wl'ong!' 
- Rachel Woodall 
FlLEPUOTO 
Junior Nlkl Crlat Is one of the top tour goHers for the 
women's squad this season. 
Upperclassmen lead 
men's golf this year 
Expectation levels are high coming into this year's fall 
season fonhe JMU men's golf team. 
Aner a disappointing 1993-94 campaign. JMU head coach 
Tom Hun said the team must improve upon its 312 stroke 
average of last year to meet its goal of making the NCAA 
tournament. 
'The top four guys - Pleasant Hughes. Scott Graber, Doug 
McCanhy and Denny Kamencik- must have at least two 
strokes off their 18-hole total if we are to compete with lh~ 
district's elite teams," Hun said. 
The elite teams in NCAA district two at this point seem to 
be Penn State, Temple and Princeton. 
The Dukes enter the season with experience. with freshman 
Brian Jackson serving as the only underclassmnn. Additionally. 
four out of the five starling positions are filled. 
Denny Kamencik, a junior who transferred last year from 
Campbell University, said last season's team didn' t live up to 
its expectations. 
" It was kind of sad last year," Kamencik said. "We had high 
expectations and didn't live up to them. This year everyone h~ 
stepped up their game during the summer, and the pressure IS 
much less as a result." 
Despite not making the NCAA tournament, the team 
finished third aner the fall season and sixth overall. Kamencik 
credited the final tournament of last year as a morale buiJder 
for this year. The team shot a 298. which was 14 strokes below 
their average. 
The Dukes staned the season on the right foot. clinching first 
place in the Navy Invitational on Sept. 10 and II in Annapolis. 
According to senior captain Pleasant Hughes. team experience 
and cohesiveness will pay orr in the upcoming season. 
"Last year we all played quite badly. but we s till only 
missed malting the NCAA tournament by two teams. I feel that 
if everyone goes out and plays well, everything will work out." 
· Hughes said. 
-BrettSahm 
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paper. 
The Breeze is effort by 
recycling all as used 
newspapers. n..~··~· we can all give 
something back. '""" .. ,~u... vr.• ... _ pages for the 
nearest recycling agency. 
500 years ago, doin& busiDeaa globaiJy was a simple thins. 
AD. you bad to do was navigate uncharted wat.cn watch 
out for sea dragons and hope to not sail off the end of 
~earth. 
Toda)( it's a bit more complicated If you know what yw 
want but areo 't sure how to get there why 
not let Sprint chart a career for )'OIL 
AB part of a Fortune 200 canpmy 
with lllea owrr $11 billioD. we\!e 
navipted our way to the 
edae dtoday'alnf(lllDitioo 
Servicea world. Why don't 
you come oo CMZ and 
c:xpke wbat Sprint 
has to offa-. We'D 
be inttniewing 
ODcmJpUS 
FRIDAY, 
OCIOBER 14th. 
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Planrlqaod 
P&mat<6:e 
forDRiofor· 
matim em Sprint 
opportuoitit& 
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COMPANY PRESENTATION 
SEPTEMBER 22 
6:00-7:30 PM 
404 TAYLOR HALL 
(',,11,'):1.' R" nulin,;.( L 
c.,,~n••l H.ml..< .mi. A lin 12111\1 ~~'ltl 
I' t l n,,, K'\1\2'~. R~t·hn'<""l \ \ !1111'-;"-!:; 
DROP DATE 
OCTOBER 19 
OJm 
24 
22 
44 
20 
., 
7 
59 
14 
31 
56 
47 
64 
SIG,ET. 
BANKCARD 
,., _ ...... ~ . -· .. ... . ..,. ' "' 
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SPORTS 
HIGHLIGHTS 
HE< ' HEPOH r 
• Sept. 20th, a self-discovery series 
"Introduction to Journal Wri ting" at 5:30 
p.m .. in Taylor llall, rm. 203 nnd on Sept 
21st. "What is Wellness?" at 12 p.m. and 7 
p.m. in Taylor Hall. rm. 205. 
• Rec Activities Happy Hour, Friday at 5: 15 
p.m. at HWsidc fitness center. Friday. Total 
Body Workout. Next week: Country Line 
081l(ing. 
• Deep water exercise class. Savage pool in 
Godwin Hall, Saturday and Sunday at 2:30 
p.m .. Sept 20 and 22. 12:15 and 8:30p.m. 
• Yoga, Mondays at 12 p.m. and today at 
5:15p.m. in Godwin Hall, rm. 205. 
• Grass volleyball (men's double and CO· 
rec) - Sign-up in Warren Hall . rm. 300, 
from until the 20th. 
• Hockey orficials ' training clinic -
registration on Sept. 20 and 21 in Godwin 
Hall. rm. 213. 
• Team Tennis (co-ree) team captains' 
meeting, 5:30p.m. in Taylor Hall, rm. 305. 
• Men' s rugby defeated VMI 42- 13. Next 
home game is against Longwood on 
Saturday at 1 p.m. 
• Co-ed field hockey club - At their away 
game on Sept 8, JMU was defeated 3-0 by 
Eastern Mennonite University. In his first 
showing as a goalie for the club, Thomas 
McNight had an outstanding performance 
with I 2 saves. On Sept 11. the team tied 
Maryland at a home game. Leo Oliva 
sco~ in rbe first half, and defender Robin 
Bonato had a strong game. 
• Women's club soccer - home game 
against Ohio State on Sunday at Warren 
Field at 2 p.m. 
i\1 IS< ' 1·:1.1 ~·\~ E< )l'S 
• Senior forward Brent Bennett was named 
the Coloma! Athletic Assoctation's Player 
of the Week for Sept. 12- 18. Benneu led 
JM U to a No. 9 national rank tng and 
champtonshtp trophies from the Friends of 
Richmond Soccer Classic and the 
JMU/Shernton Tournament. Bennen nened 
seven goals and three assists during the 
week. Bennetl's hat-trick tied a JMU single-
game record. He fin ished his seven-day 
showcase with 17 points. 
• Sophomore midlielder Carole Thate was 
named CAA Player of Lhe Week as the 
No.2-ranked Dulces tied fourth-ranked Penn 
State and defeated eighth-ranked Old 
Dominion. Thate contributed the only two 
goals in a 2-2 decision with Penn State. 
With II goals and two assists to date, Thate 
leads both JMU and the CAA in point totals 
and climbs to third oo JMU's career totals 
list (50 goals, 17 assists for 117 points). 
• JMU women's basketbaU player Carla 
Rouser has withdrawn from schoo l. 
Houser, a 6-foot-2 center. averaged 1.9 
points and 2.6 rebounds as a freshman in 
1993-94. She tied a freshman record for 
blocks with 12. Houser cited personal 
reasons for her withdrawal from school. 
said JMU head coach Shelia Moorman. She 
did not enroll for the fall semester. 
• llle JMU women's volleyball team pulled 
its record even at 5-5 with a see-saw victory 
at Radford on Tuesday. The Dukes dropped 
the first game, t 5- 12 before winning the 
next two games. 15-4 and 15-12, In the 
best-of-five match. JMU battled back to 
take the decisive fifth game 15-10. 
The Joshua Wilton 
• 
• 
• 
H Inn cHIU 0 USe Reslouront ; 
~CAFE 
Forfme 
dining. 
take a step 
back into 
DESIGNED FOR CASUAL DINING. 
• sunroom and patio 
• affordable dining 
• homemade breads and desserts 
• rotating menu 
history at the 
100-year-old 
Victorian Mansion. 
• unique beverages 
• no reservations 
Craig and Robena Moore 
are noted throughout the 
Shenandoah Valley for !heir 
excellent and unique cuisine. 
FINE DINING HOURS 
TUES • SAT 5:30-CLOSE 
Reservations suggested 
.. 
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'IJJt;~ Fox,.ield Races 
1994 FALL RUNNING I 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25TH 
GATES OPEN 
AT 10:30 A.M. , 
POST TIME 1:00 P.M. 
FOR ADVANCED 
PARKING AND FURTHER 
mFORMATIONCONTACT: 
FOXFIELD 
RACING 
ASSOCIATION 
GARTH ROAD 
CHARLOTIESVILLE, VA 
(804) 293-8160 
ACMEUIOEO 
SuPer Store 
OvER 1 ~, 000 MoviEs 
OvER 1 , 000 VidEo GAMES 
*lARGEST iN dtE VAlley 
RENT 2 N.iG~Ts., ~ DAys 
FoR ANY $ 2. 7 5 MoviE OR $ ~ . 00 GAME 
SuN • ., ThuRS. : RENT 2 GET 1 FREE 
•FREE MEMBERSHIP• 
RT. } } EAST (NEXT TO WENdy's, 
Ac~s fROM PARGO~) 
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Ensurin~ t he future 
for those whu sh.tpt' it." 
Lasr week ..................... 
CraqJ l.aodJs 
.... 8pOl1S editor 
9-2.0 
Se:a3on toUI ................. 184-0 
Wmning percencage ... .818 
Virginia 
Syracuse 
Maryland 
Florida 
Fresno State 
Tampa Bay 
NY Giants 
Buffalo 
LA Raiders 
Miami 
'The collective scream beard across campus various times last weekend came from a) 
Craig L., as he celebrated the thrill of victory; b) Alison, as Michigan defeated Notre Dame 
(where is Rudy when you need him7); c) Mike, as he choked on each and every losing 
game as It came lo; d) Craig N., as he still suffers tlte agony of defeat; and e) 1M Breeu 
staff, as each and every member repeated, "The Redskins actually won a game1" 
All lhal screaming probably scared the daylights out of you Eagle residents, who may 
have thought the noise was another fire drilL Each predictor promises to remain calm this 
week, especially Craig L., who had h.is second consecutive 9-2 showing. Another week or 
two of this and he'll have as sure a shot ar the Jndictor title as Buffalo has a shot of losing 
yet another Super Bowl. 
~~, ... ·.~.:~~·11!'~~-":~.!:f'= :~ WELCOME BACK ~) 
.'~ IMU STUDENTS! :~:. 
~ ~- Before you do anything this semester, be sure to t-it 
,_ '4 . . fth 0 ~d I c edrt' U . W // 
• • JOin CommonWea ne n: era r mon. e ~. 
~ \J have everything you need to get the year off to a • • 
... great start. induding: t: ~ .. ~ % No fee checking 
• • Free ATM on campus ~. ·~ 
... \to.~ Student Loans • ~ Personal Loans 
~. • ~\"" Student Visa Credit Card 
. \ 
·~ -.. ... 
K~ 
. • 
~ 
Our full-service branch is conveniently located right 
on campus in Gibbons Hall. Stop by today to open 
an account or to receive more information. 
.. 
~ . " 
-.j• 
~.~ 
.. 
•• 
. j . 
• • 
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GUEST 
PREDICTOR 
Al8oo 8o)'ce Mlke 'W1s8ot Cra.l8 Newman 
Sport! edbiol' spons wrt8er managing edJtor DdJyWoznlak 6-S.O 3-8-0 6-5-0 Door 45ubs 
14-3() 12-1().() 1~12..0 OOUiltler 'MJr'kao 
.636 .545 .454 
Vrrginia Vuginia Vtrginia Clemson 
Syracuse Syracuse Syracuse Syracuse 
West Vuginja West Vugini.a West Virginia Maryland 
Florida Florida Florida Florida 
Oregon State Fresno State Oregon State Oregon State 
Tampa Bay Tampa Bay New Orleans Tampa Bay 
NY Giants NY Giants NY Giants NY Giants 
Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo 
Denver LA Raiders LA Raiders IA Raiders 
Miami Miami Miami Miami 
How about those Terps, Maryland fans7 The predictors must admit, it was awfully 
entertaining to watch that two-hour first half last week. It was looking like an upset until the 
Terps went into the locker room at the half and said, "Hey, wait a minute. We' re Maryland! 
What are we doiog7" Alison is now waiting for her co-worker Craig l. to cop a similar 
attitude so she can rake over his coveted left-hand slot. 
Adrian Leary must read a lot of sports while he presides over H-Lot, as the predictors' 
favorite parking lot attendant (is that an oxymoron?) went 7-3 last week. Now Deby 
Wozniak, counter worker at JMU's newest eatery, Subway- excuse us. Door 4 Subs- tries 
ber hand at Picks of the Week. Remember. all is quiet on the predictor front this weekend. 
That is, until the Redskins win another game. 
p 
" r 
· Where music lives 
.• 171 N. MaJn St. HarriSonburJ!. VA 22801 
b ... v F'fi. 5p.m. - 9p 1 lh u• ,., .. ,h ....... ll·c•nc·h h•j, . ., yC-• 1- ·~ • ,. • ,\. c·ulc• .. Ia\\ (nr S.'i.!J!J 
'1;1 ... 1.,.,;~ 11 41 •-ah I ••;.:. 'lltl'41'inl aclclilicuml lh. 6n1• S l.~a!J 
--- --- - - - ~--
' · 
. . 
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I HuMoR! 
Calvin and Hobbes 
wtU.. ITS "1.1.. ~ 
ootS110N OF 
PERSPECTI~E 
SfiLL, [ l\t\H~ 
~~~ 
~<MD "ttl !lAIIt 
A U.'fMR P'{SOl 
Al 1\IE K'EliNG 
'fiELL. 'H~ w; GOf 1b Ill£ 
C\AS'S~. ~ ~'fl 'OO.T 
All l\IE K.\0") 1-\AO I>AA'tl~ 
SELf" ~~fi'S IN ART CUSS, 
AAt> ~ \£ fT TIE. PICM£'> 
Ott "'\\EIR OE.Sl<"S c:b 1\lE 
PJ.R:E~l':. ~ R£<oii~I1E 
M\ll Otlli>'S st~\. 
I 
~ ~t~nL SE£ ~T ~T 
'filet 1 ~ 9NX ~~ M'( 
P~lt£)('1" . ~mn 
'fl\tll ~"j ~W<:d>. 
by Bill Watterson 
THE FARIIDI By GARY LARSON 
•The problem, Mr. Fudd, Is thet you've been hiving a 
subliminal ~t on everyone In the factory. We're 
proud of our product, Mr. Fudd, and there'a no 
company In the wortd thlt builds a finer skwoo 
dwlvuh. ... Dang I Now you got me doing ttl" 
• Oon'tNtlhe lllppera, lake, 
or they'll know we're tourilta.• 
VERISIMILillJDE/ Bren1 Coulson 
... AND WHO 
ORDERED "THE 
PEANUT BUTfER 
MD JELLYfiSit? 
\\ FoR CRYING our LOUD./ 
BoBBY, GIVE HIM A LITTLE OF 
youR DoGFOOD At-ID MAYBs 
. \-IE'lL QUIT 8EGGIN 6: 11 r 
.. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . ... ~ . 
.. ........ .............. ... ~ .. --""".,,.,,. .,,,..,._.. .......• ~ ......... _ ...... fl!J•· · · -- -~ ••. --~·~ ..... ... .. , •• ,, ............................... J 
FOR RENT 
'hlo N ' I - FuiV bnilhed, 
Madl.on SQuare, l200/mo., 
SUIC~mo. OW3871588-3208 
'e•ale roo. .. te - Fully 
fumlelled, College Station, 
~. 434-3387JSe&s3208 
Neeclecl - Male or tamale 
roommate, cloaeat houae to 
~. tMt*ld ..... 1205hno. 
Cd&e4-1~ 
for rent - BR, all utlllllea, 
tumilhld. St50. 434-3014 
FOR SALE 
GT T.-. - Uoaraded bar enda. 
Wll«<pp. S14S: i5888 
Ultegre wheel eat - S200; 
mourDin bike ,..,. ... wll'l Roctt 
lholc; 2 billa Thull rod !lid!, s 120; 
n*ll pool..._, StOO. 433-1883 
Tfllll ao "*"• mGU'II8In blu -Great condition. 1250/negodable. 
434-0784 
HELP WANTED 
............ lprtng ..... 
trlpal Sell 8 "* ' go lrMI ae.t 
tripe & Pfteell Behlriias, Canc:un, 
Jamal~. Panama Cltyl Great 
apette~al (800)871H388 
-..o- 811 72 b1ny college T· 
ahlrta. Prolh 1383.80. Rhlk·lree. 
Choose lrOf'l 11 deslgna. Free 
catalog. (800)700-42:50 
S100111r poulbfe- MaUl~ our 
clrcullra. For Info caft (202)298· 
1085. 
=" -:-rr:r S=e~r::l hrvlc:et It now hlrtng c:ampua 
repfMenlatlvea. Lowell rat .. to 
Jamalca ....... c::ancun, Da~ 
PaiWnl ..,., a.cn. c.l 
4841. 
NOWt-.a 
ICONO L.ODGE 
t.,.L ..... k 
11 .,..... - 7 a.m. 
o.IICiertl 
....................... 
................. 
............. 
HocUy 
~houri! Allnlil*lg 
pt1Mdedl Ewryone lnlefeated 
need& to M our emp~oymM 
Pt~P8fwork In Godwin Hall, rm. 213 
Sept. 20 or Sept. 21 bllweln 
lla.m.s3p.m. 
Thent II I mandatory meeting 
Sept. 29 at 5 p.m. 
In Godwin Hall, rm. 338. 
Cet1llled ofllclala eam 16/hr. 
NorH:ertllled ofllclall eam $5/hr. 
Need iiiillb IIIII /4fKity It Jlea' 
Lunch, downtown 1-!aritsonburg. 
~aoont 
Fund relalng - Choose from 3 
.. ,.,. lund ,....,. luling ... 
3 or 7 dlya. No'""......._ Eam 1 
lor your group plua peraonal CUll 
bonu .. a tor youraell. Call 
(800)932~. 1165. 
.... 
(DJ ,.). ,_,., Cowteay,. 
~ Lunc:lt Dellwery om... 
Coob, ...... l
~•now being 
acaeptedll 
Cl8ybome'a 
211 UnlwQIIy ltwd. 
lhort-order cooiK wented - At 
J ... '. 22 S. Main St. Lunchu & 
• 11• ndlara a muat. 
Organlet - Part·tl•• for St. 
Stephen's Church. Nald not ba 
mua: major, excellent pay. 433· 
1833, Tine. 
CLASSIFIE_DS 
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,.... ...... -For Sl &ilphen'l 
Church. Vocal 01' lnatrumental. 
Choir ,..,.... a11o needed. ca• 
433-1833, Tina. 
HouM11up1rloooll - For busy, 
ringle bualn I ElpetiC)n, part-dme, 
...... pay. Clll Tina, 433-1833. 
LOST & FOUND 
Lo.t - lalllll eappNre, clamond 
ring. If found, call 434·58114. 
ReWenl 
SERVICES 
National DJ ConMCtlon eeya 
·welcome Back JMUI" Great 
entenalnmenl 433-0380 
JMU atudenta - II heir cute 
Monday-Wednesday. Claaalc 
TOUCh. cal 564-0212. 
lkydlve Orange! Come 
uperlalr:e .. IAIIrnlte ~. 
rkydhlngl Blat lnrtrucllon & p!1cea 
II Skycllw Orenga. cal (703)942· 
3871 tor brochure. Ask about 
lludM dlaoolniJ 
Buy, aell, tradal Baaeball, 
bukllbaH, football, hockey, non· 
II)Ortl. Oukea Sporttcartts, 1427 
s. Main St. Phoni433-0UI<E. 
Typlat - Acourate, reaaonabfe, 
computer/typewriter, ruah joba. 
434-4147, or pager, 681HJn4. 
Mana Aar.ctlon Heir Deelgne -
~ e1oeert salon now 1111 
Ianning! Spade! lhru Oct. 28. Ten 
WillE lor 124. Haircuts. 18 With I.D. 
No appt. neceuaryi 433·2212, 
Cloeed MondeyL 
F........,. perking - Lot next to 
JMU. c.l433·21281fter 5 p.m. 
~~:-~~a':'r 
romance? French tutor, tNCher 
certified. =:z ll\ldlnta/small ~ T -Mol. 82H809 
~ ,. .............. ,_ 
II I I ........... ... 
rm.tlgalllftol ..... . 
bullnale opportun111ae I WOI'1c· 
..._ ............. oonlllc:t 
the .... ---Bur-.. 
lno., .. (701) MH411 
WANTED 
.~,.....- growing 
travel company now seeking 
Individuals to promote trips to 
Jamal~. Cancun, Bahamaa, 
Florida, Padre, Ba~. Eaalelt 
wey to travel free, lantaatlc pay. SuOIPIUII Toura, (800)426-n1o. 
Wanted - Energetic, highly 
motivated tndlvfdual tor women's 
basketball man~. Contact 
Coacl'l Roberts at 513. 
PERSONALS 
OH-campua etuclenta - Do you 
have any qu .. tlons or problems 
with your property? Come see us 
at the Center tor Ofi·Campus 
LMng to chat We can helpl 
Welcome ell new Sorority 
members to JMU"a Greek sy.teml 
We are ~Y to have youl 
Love, PI . 
Leaderlhlp .,..,.,. - Leederahip 
& management training offered to 
freshmen & sophomores without 
obligation. Call Army ROTC, Lt. 
Tom cartaon at 568-&64. 
The Center for Olf-Campua 
Living - Complaints, lockers, TV, 
microwave, lunch refrigeration, 
phone numbera, bus schedules. 
Slop bV Taylor Hall todlyt 
Get r.our handa on ttl Come to 
B.U •• L.D. & leam how to make 
your orgarQ.allon strong. Call 668-
783710dayt 
Welcome back to all AIT Rho 
Chll - We milled youl Love, AIT. 
MeliNa Ia Laura - IJC couldn't 
have survived without your 
enlhuelaaml Go crazy. Being In 
cl1algl wun'l eelyl We INnk you 
with II of our heartal 
(DJ.,..,.... caur.y,. 
om... Ulrich Dellwty om... 
Cooa, s.wtwl 
~.,.,..,.. ... 
8CCIII*d It 
Cl8ybome'a 
211 UnMnlhy Blvd. 
, many tnanka to Rho hll 
I Panhellenlc Exec. tor all your 
hard work I lmiles during Rushl 
LDYI, Panhelenlc . 
Vendor needa club aponaor -
For patio ..... AalM money. Belt 
dates Oct. tO & Dec. 8. 1994. 
Paul, (301)589-2802. 
CPR claaaea - Call Heartbeat, 
In~:., 432· 1770. First lime & 
recertllicltlon. 
Are you lntereated In making 
your organization the best It can 
be? B.U I.L.D. It upl Register In 
Taylor Hal, rm. 205 oy SePt. 21 . 
lpanllh got you down? 111 help 
you get back on your feet no 
matlef what .,.. of conc:eftratlon. 
Experience & dedication mean 
results for youl 432-6877 
I 
Spedal Gueeta: 
KMe Mllta Ia CbrtatJan Pwrltt 
Friday 
1·10p ... 
Cent« For Off.c.ftpul LMng 
TaytorHell 
Sponaored by PCM 
Welcome back IK PX. -Job wei 
done gir1sl But now we want you 
home. We missed you In a big 
weyl 
Attention aport• fenal The 
Medlaon Man's Rugby Club playr 
Longwood on Saturday at Godwin 
Aekial 1 p.m. Go Dukeal 
AXQ welcome• all ol Its new 
members~ We're so happy to have 
you. 
Women'• Aaaource Center 
Open Houae - A great place to 
meet people. Stop by Sept. 20, 7 • 
I p.m. at the center ln Logan Hall, 
x3407. Come aee what we're ell 
eboul! 
Hey IA E - Can't walt to chow & 
ct.lg. D< II aded lor the BOO & 
lhl race. 
Congnltullllone to Ill IOI'Orltlel & 
their new pildgel. FIJI 
Congratuletlona to all the new 
pledgea It Alpha Slgma Taul Wt 
love You & can't walt to Me you In 
IItterai t.ovt, ArT. 
PSI CHI 
Ia now ICC*pdng apptlcatlona 
lort.ll .... lin ............. 
come to an Info aeaalon 
s.p. 21 at 5 p.m. 
In Taylor Hall, rm. 402 
or Sept. 22 at 5 p.m. 
In Taylor Han, rm. 311. 
Ythool W e can't scream loud 
enough about how excited tK Is lor 
lhltr new Pledoes. Rock on glr1ll 
You are IK's stilnlng new prldll 
Selly - Happy one-year 
annrvaraaryl Thanka lor six 
unforgettable years! Love, your 
fianc:e8 Harry. 
Regretfully, I hit a black cat 
Tuesday nlghl on Mason Street. 
The cat was bul1ed Immediately. I 
am deeply sony. 
CREAT-A-CARD 
In the 
JMU Bookstore 
today 
9-11:30 a.m. 
Make a~ greeting 
card on the new 
creat·a·card machine. 
(Umlr OM per CJJS10m9t) 
Recycle this 
Breeze, please. 
Or send 
classified. 
a 
Hate writing? Do you 
have less-than-flattering 
penmanship? No more 
passing notes in class, 
say it with a Breeze 
classified instead. 
They're quick, afforable 
and very effective . 
................................................... 
Breeze 
JAMES MADISON UNIVER S ITY 
1b pJace a d•uifiecl stop by 
~ lltNu office 
inAnth:lly~ Hall between 
9 a.m. IDd s p.m. Moaday 
lbrongb Friday. 
' 
I 
... 
, 
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READ ALL ABOUT IT!! 
The Best Pizza In Town 
•• ./1,_,1/ 
cfP. 
.. 
•EXTRA CHEESE AT NO EXTRA COST• 
-&------;___ (lUST ASIC) -~--------­
FAST, FREE DELIVERY 
Medium 1 topping 
and 2 FREE Drinks 
Thin or Pan hrfcct Crust 
No Coupon Necessary .. ____________ _ 
..--------------
Medium 2 or 3 topping 
and 2 FREE Drinks 
• Thin or P8a Pa1ect en.. No CoapoG Nee C I I 'Y 
11 a .m. - 1 a.m. Sun. - 1hurs. 
· 11 a.m. - 2 a .m. Fri. - Sat. 
433-0606 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
All You Can Eat 
Pizza, Pasta, Salad and Dessert Buffet 
Available Dally 
MON. - FRI. 11 a .m. - 2 p.m. 
& 5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m .................. 3.99 
SAT. & SUN. 11 a.m. - 8:30 .m ................ 4.S9 
Med.b:un Pizzas $1106 {up to 3 ~pplngs) 
4 FREE Drln.k.s plus tax 
La.rae P'zze• 
{up to 3 a»pp~Daa) 
a 
8 P.RBB Drlnk8 
$62~ax 
Large 1 topping 
and 4 FREE Drinks 
• Th1n or Pan Pa1ect Cnlst No CouP9J1 Necaaary .. ____________ _ 
---------------
$7,~7ax 
Large 2 or 3 topping 
and 4 FREE Drinks 
Tblo cw ... Pc:l'fect c... 
No Coapoa Nee I I I J 
